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Skowhegan
BOX OFFICE OPEN DAILY 8.30 A. M. TO 9.00 P. M.
STANDARD TIME
TEL. SKOWHEGAN 434—SEATS 31.00

TONIGHT and Every Night THIS WEEK
at 7.30 Standard Time

the lakewood players
PRESENT

“TWEEDLES"—(Booth Tarkington in his most romantic vein. A
love storj- of compelling charm exquisitely told and superbly
acted by a brilliant cast. Hearty good-humor, gay, wise and in
telligent. A play for those who like the theatre at its best.
Will keep you in merry chuckles all evening.
------ : Week Beginning Next Monday Night:-------

“FAITH, HOPE AND ALICE”—A dramatic portrayal of a daugh
ter of divorced parents and her relation to society. An unusual
and exciting play 'by David Wallace, author of “Rope." First
performance on any stage with a distinguished cast headed by
Walter Gilbert* and Ellen Dort. Don’t miss it.
Dance Tuesday and Friday—Rivolti and His Cock Robins

91-93

A1 -the Sign of7^
tNorlh National Bank"?

(Ie,» tube*)
Vtf/ HY miss half the en*
” joy ment radio can give
you, merely because your
set can't get the particular
Btation you want? With the
C. A. Earl's “Hair-Line”
Super-Selectivity you can
pick any station you want
and gat it. Come in fora

Good Will of
the Community
A Company may have the very best equip
ment and product, but if it does not possess the
good will of the community in which it operates,
all its tangible assets avail but little. This Bank
appreciates the good will of the community and
thanks the people for their confidence and liberal
patronage.

demonstration today.

14 LIMEROCK ST.

Answering the last question first— ton with Marion Earl, Lady Patchen

“♦f With Assurance of Good Sport For Balance of SeasonOpening Game In Rockland Monday Night

refresh yourself
daily with a bottle of

Mt. Zircon

Cash or Charge Account

Maine
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I Are

You Going Away On s|
| Your Salary or On Part |
of Your Savings?
|
—

3
But that is not all that systematic saving does—it
= encourages thrift, creates ambition and increases
H self-respect. If you depend on your salary for your
3 daily expense the daily expense will probably eat it
3 all up. If you save you'll deny yourself unconsciousS ly- Start that first dollar working today.

TEL. 156-W

USED FURNITURE
SOLD

North National Bank

S

August Is Here—

ROCKLAND RADIO SHOP

75 YEARS OF CONTINUOUS BANKING
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DOWN GO PRICES AGAIN!
We Offer Exceptional
BARGAINS
With space at a premium we've
gone to the very bottom and
slashed prices.
Just purchased, 15 Sewing Ma
chines, different makes, will sell at
Unusually Low Prices.
Here is an opportunity to pur
chase Furniture, Stoves, all kinds,
Desks, Office Chairs. Pianos.
It’s Our Loss—Your Gain
MAKE THE MOST OF IT !

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.

Organized 'baseball for Knox Coun
ty during the month of August and
closing on Labor Day was made a
certainty last night with the organi
zation of the Knox County League,
which will embrace strictly local
team| from Rockland, Thomaston,
St. George and Camden and the best
teams that each town affords.
The schedule calls for 24 games
(four with each team) but Rockland
will have a double opportunity for
witnessing the sport, as St. George
will use Community 'Park for lack of
suitable grounds <xf its own.
The League’s opening game will
be played at Community Park Mon
day night between Rockland and
St. George. While jt has been a
member oT the Twilight League
St. George has won every game, and
has manifestly outclassed its oppon

ents, having a very remarkable bat
tery.
The other games next week will be:
Wednesday, Rockland at Thomaston;
Friday, Camden and St. George, at
Rockland; Saturday, Thomaston at
Camden.
All of the games will begin at 5.10
p. m., standard time, except ♦hose
played on Saturdays, which will be
gin at 3 o’clock sharp.
These games should be patronized
for two good reasons: First, because
they will represent a high class of
amateur baseball, with the usual
Knox County rivalry; and secondly,
so far as Ropkland is concerned, it
is hoped that last year’s debt may be
reduced to the point where faster sport
may be made possible another season.
Admission to all games, 25 cents;
ladies and grandstand free.

OAKLAND PARK

17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
TEL. 427-R
87T&Stf

TONIGHT

FRANK W. GOULD
Watchmaker
Experience among the leading jewel
ers of America
UPPER MOUNTAIN STREET
CAMDEN, MAINE
69»8102

Keep a Case in the Home!
A Carton for the Outing!

Shaw’s Ambassadors
National Broadcasting Team
Admission 50 Cents

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
COURSES IN ACCOUNTING, SECRETARIAL, NORMAL, CIVIL

SERVICE AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

]E WOULD YOU ADVERTISE FOR A WIFE?

Booklet on request. TEL. 994-M or 990-M

LENA K. SARGENT, Principal

I

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK.
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For Rent
SUITE OF OFFICES

LOANS

See the Conquences in

“ERSTWHILE
SUSAN”

ROCKLAND, MAINE
84Stf

Produced by

in

ADELYN BUSHNELL

On Your Own Signature

MASONIC TEMPLE BUILDING

Up To $300.00

Now occupied by the Rockland & Rockport Lime

No Endorsers—No Red Tane

Corporation

Watts Hall, Thomaston

Interest As Fixed By Statute

Possession Given October First

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY, AUG 14-15

HOME FINANCE CORPORATION

Inquire of J. E. STEVENS, Custodian

10 Limerock Street

Rockland, Me.

Telephone 675-W
52-tf

FATAL

EdrlRa&io

FIREWORKS EVERY NIGHT
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ACCIDENT WAS

.».y dan which overturned, and rolled over Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday and Sparkle.

$e

TREE CARNIVAL CO.
VAUDEVILLE
STUNTS
AFTERNOON AND EVENING

If you had begun to deposit even as little as a dollar a week in this Bank twelve months ago and
skipped no intervening weeks you would have today
a snug sum, part of which might be used for vacation, that’s what saving on a system means.

NEXT

bell, summoned by the State High
injuries yesterday forenoon when he way Police to investigate the affair,
of next week: as to the place, Knox
M. II. Richardson of Old Town with stepped from behind a vehicle di was of the opinion that it was purely
! —twice, Mr. Boswell thinks.
•••
rectly in front of a sedan owned and accidental and that no action would
Admission after Boyd Direct.
The top of the car was torn off, Trotting Park.
••• an(] ^he driver made his escape I Noons, 50 cents; parking 25 cents: j
Blackington & Hodgkins of Rock driven by Rev. S. iS. ’Poole of -St. be taken.
Prof. (Robinson was a grandson of
the aperture, so badly admission evenings, 25 cents—autos land with Mary Montgomery and I John, X. B. He died three hours
through
i later.
Edward Robinson who was elected
Tramp Jolla.
wrenched, bruised and shaken that ,an(l krand stand free
E. E. Piper of Belfast with Betty [ Prof. Robinson was thrown vio- to represent this district in Congress
There will be horse racing each
he was barely able to move.
| lently a numtier of feet onto the sur- after Representative Jonathan Cilley
Jennie E. Wittenwaler of Philadel day, with purses aggregating $2,200, Direct.
Mrs. Alva Jewett of Bath with ■ face of the cement highway, and was had (been slain in a duel by Represen
phia, who was a passenger in the and divided into these classes:
Little Pete and Randolph Direct.
suffering from a broken 'back ^nd tative Graves of Kentucky. Repre
Tuesday, August 6
car. was very badly bruised, but apM. F. Donohue with Braden D. and punctured lung when taken to Dr. sentative Robinson was also thrice a
** ! peared to have sustained no broken 2:22 Trot and Pace,
purse $200
Rambolier.
Hodgkins’ hospital a few rods from candidate for gbvernor on the Whig
bones.
2:23 Trot,
Purse $250
Carl Hughes of Bangor with Gor where the accident bad occurred.
ticket, in 1842, 1843 and 1844.
Dr. F. G. Campbell of Warren was 2:17 Trot and Pace,
Purse $300
don.
Prof. Robinson’s parents were
Rev. Mr. Poole was bound for Bos
I summoned and advised .Mr. Boswell
Wednesday, August 7
Roy Hall of Damariscotta with ton. where be was scheduled to occu Frederick and Mary (Barnard) Rob
| to seek a hospital examination, on the
Purse $300 | Dr more Rill and Hollyrood Viceroy. py one of the city pulpits iSunday. inson of Thomaston, and he was (born
i ground of possible internal injuries. 2:1C Trot,
Purse $200 ' E. E. Foye of Gardiner with Barney i Traveling at moderate speed, he said. in 1866. He graduated from the Mas
The sedan in addition to losing its 2:24 Trot and Pace,
Purse 3200 Delight.
he had no inkling of (Prof. Robinson's sachusetts Institute of Technology,
top, had a, back wheel smashed, and 2:26 Trot and Pace,
Thursday, August 8
i H- w- Maxwell of Bangor with Billy presence until the latter suddenly and for many years has held a pro
the* front left door was in similar
appeared in front of his car, and fessorship at University of Vermont.
2:15 Trot and Pace,
Purse 3300 I)irect’
condition.
He unfailingly six*nt his summers in
Purse 3250
Afternoon and evening there will there was not time to avoid him.
The State Police investigated the 2:20 Trot and Pace,
The professor had gone across the Thdmaston, occupying the old home
2:27 Trot,
Purse $200 |
three acts of vaudeville—
accident.
There are already 60 horses at the | Marion Drew, two acts—variety street to patronize a fish pedler, and stead which is one of the town’s finest
track. Every stall and barn is full, juggling and swinging ladder with "as returning from behind an auto- residences. A very deep regard was
TO START MONDAY
the Jones barn has been leased, and sensational loop the loop finish. The mobile which was parked diagonally manifested for him by everybody.
Prof. Robinson is survived by his
to accommodate the inevitable over apparatus used in the second sensa- on ^ie s^e
the highly. I he State
tional feature is 35 feet in height.
I l’oHee, who made a very thorough wife, one son, Edward; and two sis
Belfast’s Shoe Factory Is Al flow a big tent is being erected.
Ladoux and Louise, man and investigation of the case were unable ters, Miss Amy Robinson and Miss
Following are some of the principal
most Ready For the Word i stables: —
Alida Robinson.
woman doing a fast wire act and an to l°cate
car*
• Henry S. Pinkham Stable of Lin extremely funny tip-table act.
“Go To It”
coln, with Morgan Dale, Peterkin,
Mack and Mack, in a comedy acro
NINE ANIMALS PERISHED
., .. „
~
_
Twinkling Chick, Maggy Knights, batic and knockabout act.
At the Belfast factory of the Spen- Iriah peter
Here we see good variety and
cer Shoe Stores, Inc., the work of inKe„ey gtab]e
Bangor_ wJth plenty of action all the way.
stalling machines is being rushed. Prince CromweU, Develset, Sassie
The American Fireworks Co. each
There are ten cutting machines in M.1|ie Kennev sllk, Peter Patch, evening will put on a display of When Lightning Struck the Barn of Sidney Crabtree In
place in the cutting room, and a num- Peter j K and Ruby Snyder.
fireworks of the same price and grade
South Hope Thursday Evening
her of skiving machines are in place
Bachelder and Clukey Stable of as last year, which all who saw them
on the long bench opposite those for Rockland, with Harwah, Worthy Silk conceded to be the best ever seen in
cutting.
The stock room bins will Miss Abbe, Dagastan, Bowdick and this section of the State.
An electrical storm of brief dura save only his driving horse and a
soon be filled with large rolls of leath Star I^cho.
A.. S. Perhan, owner and manager
heifer.
er.
Work of ’cutting will probably
Franz M. Simmons Stable of Lew of the Pine Tree State Shows, was in tion brought tragic results in 'South
The Ignited hay soon transformed
begin Monday under the direction of iston, with Happy Harvest Maid, this city Wednesday making final ar Hope early Thursday evening, when
the structure Into a mass of flames,
the foreman, H. G. Bond of Boston. Hollywood the Great, Bob Braden, rangements for the shows, which will
seven cows and two horses were de and Mr. Crabtree and assembled
C. A. Hastings of Skowhegan, fore The Shiek, Jimmie Direct, Alto Di- furnish the midway attractions. Part
man of the stitching room, is on hand | reet, Gwendolyn Audbury and Spruce. of the outfit will come in Sunday on stroyed after lightning had set fire neighbors could only stand idly by
while the pitiful cries of the doomed
ready to take the work from the cut
W. E. Xewbert Stable of Boston, trucks, and the railway cars will ar to the barn of Sidney Crabtree.
ters.
Some of the stitching mach with Celestine, Dewey the Great.
An unusually heavy clap of thun- animals 'filled their ears.
rive early Monday morning and will
The engine from Camden helped
ines are in place and others are on
A. M. Stratton Stable of Albion be unloaded, and the riding devices and I der accompanied by a vivid flash
the way.
save the wagon house after one end of
with Teddie McGregorv, Margaret other amusement paraphernalia set
of
lightning
was
followed
by
violent
it had been burned.
Work will begin on a schedule for Wilkes and Helen Bingen
up so that everything will be in full,
1200 pairs of shoes daily
The blow is a heavy one for Mr.
R. A. Jewel of Fairfield with Wal operation when the fair opens Tues- r^nKing of the telephone bell on the
Three or four hundred applications ter M. Stanley and Louise Carver.
day morning.
j .South Hope circuit, and word was Crabtree, a hard working farmer
have been received, some of those ap
whose loss of between $3,000 and
A. M. Xewbert Stable of So. Wey
The Rockland Band will be in at
plying never having had experience mouth, Mass., with Walter Moore and tendance afternoon and evening, with quickly passed that the Crabtree barn $4,0i00 is met by only $800 insurance.
had
been
struck.
Neighbors
dashed
in the work of shoe making. Belfast Gaiety McGregor.
The disaster was not unmixed with
Mrs. R. C. Wentworth and Joseph
people will be given the preference as
to the rescue through the heavy good, however, for the drenching
T. S. Wheeler Stable of Augusta Packard as soloists and duetists.
far as possible.
with Peter B. Silk and Donna Polo’s
Wednesday afternoon, as a special downpour, 'but Mr. Crabtree who was rain helped save crops which were in
Peter.
attraction there will be a tug-of-war just entering the barn was able to grave danger of perishing.
Frank S. Littlefield of Haverhill, between crews from the Lawrence
Genuine Chiropractic
Mass., with Frank Q.
Portland Cement company and the
good time to take Chiropractic treat
BACK TO BOYHOOD HOME
J. H Hobbs of Camden with Peter Rockland & Rockport Lime corpora
ment is during warm weather. The Bingen
tion.
tissues of the body are in a relaxed
condition. Chronic cases yield readily
W. J. Hatton of Los Angeles Is Trying the Fish and Clams
to treatment at this season. See DR.
A KNOX COUNTY LEAGUE
B. 'B. ANNI-S. the Chiropractor. Phone
Again At Port Clyde
1168

1 Philadelphia, lost control of his se-

.«.

PINE

Rockland,

IS

Philadelphia Occupants Have

•••
Timely service, like timely gifts, Is
••• doubled in value.—George MacDonald.

KNOX TROTTING PARK
Three Races Each Day—Purses $2,200.00
RIDES

FAIR

Volume 84.................. Number 93

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
Very Narrow Escape Near Three Big Days At Knox Trotting Park Next Week With Prof. Edward Robinson of Vermont University Meets
advance; single copies three cents,
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
_
IT
111 b -• _ 1 J _ r I I _ .
I Y _ —.
—
*4- — — _
M a as C last
Death fIn
Crossing Thomaston
’—s W/l
Main
Street
very reasonable.
Unprecedented Field of Horses
W arren
N BW SPAJ’ER H LSTO R Y
The Rockland Gazette was established bi
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
Skirting too closely to the gravel
consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The
Prof. Edward Robinson of Burling The clergyman was not permitted to
The Spencer Stable of Orono with
What will I see at the Rockland
beFree Press was established in 1835 and In shoulder of the main ,highway
, ,
ton, Vt., a meni*ber of the faculty of continue his journey at once, al
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These t#een Warren and Waldoboro, yes- Fair? Where is it being held? When Peter Yingling.
E. G. Colburn Stable of Farming- University of Vermont, received fatal though County Attorney L. R. Camp
papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
j terday forenoon. Erank G. Boswell of is it being held?

.9. .9.

at

ROCKLAND

sedan rolled over

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

MEET ME AT

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, August 3, 1929

For the Thomaston Nurse Association

Tickets 50 and 75 Cents

at the Building
86-tf

Checked at McDonald s, Monday, Aug. I 2

The Courier-Gazette enjoyed a call
yesterday from one of its most In
teresting California contributors, W.
J. Hatton of I/)s Angeles, and his
Port Clyde host, George H. Brown.
Besides Mr. Hatton, in the party
which the transcontinental journey
were his two daughters. Mrs. Charles
B. Strong of Mascot, Tenn. and Mrs.
Eleanor II. Smith of Los Angeles,
with the fr liner's husband. The Hat
tons plan to remain several weeks
longer, and a. program has been
mapped out which will include for
Mr. Hatton considerable fishing and
clam digging. “You have betfer fish
and clams here than we do on the Pa
cific Coast,” Mr. Hatton conceded.
“I’m not going to do any haying,” he
added, “it isn't worth enough.”
Thursday the party visited Monhegan on the steamer Gov. Douglass and
enjoyed it In spite of the fog which
shut in so thickly on them.
The journey eastward, as far as
i Chicago, was made on the Los An' geles Limited, and from Chicago to
Mascot. Tenn., on the Louisville &
Xashville Railroad. From Mascot the
party came by motor to Port Clyde
enjoying the fine roads and having
little or no motor trouble. There was
a little rain, and some thunder
storms.
Mr. iHatton was a lobster fisherman
and farmer down in Port Clyde when
a little bird whispered Into his ear
one day and suggested that Redlands,
Calif, was a powerful line place for
an ambitious boy. Well he up and
went. •Today the Redlands forest
has given way to a thriving city.
Mr. Hatton has been a resident of
!Los Angeles 42 years, come October,
and he did so well as a building con
tractor that he can spend the re
mainder of his days in peace and
comfort, with just enough visits to
Knox County to get him from get
ting too homesick.
One of the reasons he likes to come
back East, is that he may be with
Mr. Brown, who was brought up by
Mr. Hatton's uncle, Henry Marshall,
on Gay's Island, and who wasmarried to 'Mr. Hatton’s cousin, Eliza
Marshall.
Mr. Hatton reports business in Ix)s
Angeles only medium, with real es

SEEKS WHITE’S SEAT

Oxford County Offers An
Entrant In the Congres
sional Race
Donald B. Partridge clerk of courts
in Oxford County the last 11 years
hah announced his candidacy for
Representative to Congress to suc
ceed
Representative Wallace H.
White, who is a candidate for United
States Senator.
Mr. Partridge was born in Norway
38 years ago, attended Norway High
School and Rates College, from both
of which he graduated. He is mar
ried and has two children. He studied
law after becoming clerk of courts
and was admitted to the Oxford
County Bar in 1924.
Mr. Partridge is in considerable de
mand in his vicinity as an after-din
ner speaker and the last 10 years has
delivered the Memorial Day address
,n Xorwa>' or some nearb>’ town'

tate good, but not brisk. The peo
ple of California like President
Hoover, as shown by the big majority
they gave him. “His Tarm problem
is a big one,” said Mr. Hatton; “I
wouldn’t kno\v how to work it out,
myself. ”
Los Angeles is seeking to displace
Detroit as the country’s fourth larg
est city, and hopes to some day equal
New York. Its estimated population
at this time is 1.500,(MX).
“But »I will let you into a little se
cret,” said Mr. Hatton. “They have
accumulated this large population by
embracing the surrounding territory.
Boston might be a big city the same
way.”

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I hftd to live my life AKaln I would have
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The loss
of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charlea
Darwin.
THE FIGHTING RACE

“Read out the names I" and Burke sat hack.
And Kelly drooped Ills head
While Shea they call Idin Scholar .lack—
Went down the list of the dead.
Officers, seamen, gunners, marines.
The crews of the gig and yawl.
The bearded man and the lad In Ills teens,
Uarpenters, coal-passers, all.
Then, knocking the ashes from out Ills pipe,
Kahl Burke In an offhand way :
"We're all In that dead man’s list, by Olpe t
Kelly and Burke and Shea.'*
"Well, here’s to the Maine and I’m sorry for
Spain,”
Said Kelly and Burke and Shea.

“Wherever there’s Kellys there’s trouble.”

said Burke.
“Wherever fighting's the game.
Or a spice of danger in grown man’s work,"
■Said Kelly, “you’ll find my name.”
“And do we fall short,” said Burke, getting
mad.
“When it’s touch-and-go for life?”
Said Shea. “It's thirty-odd years, hedad.
Since I charged to drum and fife
Up Marye’s Heights, and my old canteen
Stopped a rebel hall on Its way;
There were blossoms of blood on our sprigs
of green —
Kelly and Burke and Shea —
And the dead didn’t brag.” “Well, here’s to
the flag!”
Said Kelly and Burke and Shea.

"I wish ’twas In Ireland, for there's the place.
Said Burke, “that we’d die by right.
In the cradle of our soldier race.
After one good stand-up tight.
iMv grandfather fell on Vinegar Hill,
And fighting was not Ills trade :
But Ills rusty pike’s In the cabin still
With Hessian blood on the blade.”
“Aye. aye.” said Kelly, "the pikes were great
When the word was ’Clear the way I’
We were thick on the roll In ninety-eight—
Kelly and Burke and Shea.”
‘‘Well, here's to, the pike and the sword and
the like,”
Said Kelly and Burke and Shea.
Arul Shea, the scholar, with rising joy.
Said “We were at Kamlllies;
*
We left our bones at Fontenoy
And up In the Pyrenees;
Before Dunkirk, on latnden’s plain,
Cremona, Lille and Ghent;
We're all over Austria. France and Spain,
Wherever they pitched a tent.
We died for England from Waterloo
To Egypt and Dargal;
And still there’s enough for a corps or crew,
Kelly and Burke and Shea ”
“Well here's to good honest fighting blood,"
Said Kelly and Burke and Shea.

"Oh, the fighting races don’t die out.
If they seldom die in bed.
For love Is first In their hearts, no doubt,”
Said Burke: then Kelly said :
“When Michael, the Irish Archangel, stands.
The angel with the sword.
And the battle-dead from a hundred lands
Are ranged in one big horde.
Our line, that for Gabriel's trumpet waits.
Will stretch three deep that day.
From Jehosaphat to the Golden Gates—
Kelly and Burke and Shea.”
“Well, here’s thank God for the race and the
sod
Said Kelly and Burke and Shea.
. .
—Joseph I. C. Clarke.

“SHOW BOAT” COMING

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Qty

Rockland. Me., Aug. 3.
Personally-Appeared Frank S. Lyddie. who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
office of The •Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Aug. 1. 1929, there was
printed a total of 6200 copies.
Befere me,
PRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

Thy sun shall no more go down;
neither shall thy moon withdraw
itself: for the Lord shall be thine
everlasting light, and the days of thy
mourning shall be ended.—Isaiah
60:20.

Few who write to the newspa
per realize that thirty lines will
secure a hundred readers, while
half a column secures one.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, August 3, 1929
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Talking Picture With Zieg
feld Cast and Musical Hits
At Strand Wednesday

RADIO
wit/foowese Detection
and the New-45 Tubes

Seldom Is' a theatre afforded the
opportunity
presenting a motion
picture of such unusual merit as
•'Show Boat"—and accordingly, the
management of tfte ‘Strand Theatre
is justly proud to announce the pre-1
scntatlon of this Universal super
talking production beginning Mon
day. Tuesday. Wednesday. Besides
being an intensely dramatic pieturization with dialogue of Edna Fer-I
iwr's famous 'best-seller of the same
name, the production includes, in
sound, all of the famous musical hits
it' the Ziegfeld extravaganza, "Show
Boat." presented as an integral part
of the program by the world famous
stars who appeared at the Ziegfeld
Theatre. New York.
Life along the triant Miesissippl
s one of the most fascinating of
American history, and Into this color
ful period came floating the glamor
ous sternwheeler carrying its cargo
of minstrelsy and mirth.
Golden voiced darkies sat at the
gangplank crooning the tuneful mel
odies over the slow-moving moonlit
waters. And no less romantic than
they, were the pirouetting ladies, the
langorous Southern gentlemen who
appeared in the melodramas aboard.
The townsfolk came to the riverhanks and sat enraptured at the won
ders they MW and the music they
heard—marvelled as they gazed upon
the beauty of Magnolia, played by
l.aura La Plante on the screen, and
listened to the impassioned Words of
Ravenal, played by Joseph Schild
kraut.
Such was the setting chosen by
Miss Berber for her famous novel, a
setting replete with colorful drama
that lends itself magnificently to
photoplay portrayal And when to
this pictorial feast scund is added,
the effect becomes literally inde
scribable.
The shbw boat, tall
stacks belching smoke and calliope
screaming, rounding the bend: the
darky quartet. Inimitable in its mel
ody. softly singing.
Seven months were expended in
making the dim version, the dia
logue version and synchronizing the
sound effects not only at Universal
but on the Mississippi and Sacra
mento rivers, and exact replicas of
the show boats themselves were built
i pvcially for the uroductJon.—adv.

NEXT MONDAY
THE

yt

EASTERN MAINE
REGATTA
Program Starts at

C4MDFN YACHT (LUB

An artiede in World's Work
plus the exclusive ,
dealing with dead laws that clutter
the statute books in every community
Majestic Automatic
in the United States, points out in
illustration that New York has a law
Sensitivity Control
forbidding automobiles to turn a
corner at a speed above a horse’s trot,
gives you QUIET,
Kansas has a law about the destruc
tion of grasshoppers. Norfolk, Vir
Smooth Reception,
ginia, has one hundred and sixtyfive statutes regulating people when
with no oscillation
they wish to cross the street. Los
Angeles, has, or had until recently, an
on the low wave
Motor to Camden and see the most beautiful lighting display ever attempted in
ordinance forbidding street-ear con
lengths as well as
ductors to shoot jack rabbits from the
Eastern Maine. The harbor is a perfect fairyland of multi-colored lights.
•platform of a moving car. Why? lie15 BIG EVENTS
$1500 IN PRIZES
the high ones
cause shooting jack rabbits *frotn a
moving car was once a problem in a
primitive community. We have piled
up laws to the number of 2.400,000,
the writer adds, without bothering to
consider whether any of them are out
Improved Majestic Super-Dynamic
of date, “and this vast mass of undisSpeaker. Extra heavy, sturdy Majestic
Power-Pack, with positive voltage-ballast,
Improved Majestic Super-Dynamic
gested legislation in itself breeds law
insures long life and safety. Jacobean period
Speaker. Extra heavy, sturdy Majestic
cabinet of American Walnut. Doors of
Power-Pack,
with
positive
voltage-ballast,
lessness by encouraging people to set
matched butt walnut with overlays on
insures long life and safety. Early English
doors and interior panel of genuine im
themselves above the law because
design cabinet of American Walnut. In
ported Australian Lacewood. Escutcheon
strument panel overlaid with genuine im
they know that many laws are obso
plate, knobs and door pulls finished in geaported Australian Laccwood. Escutcheon
uine silver.
plate and knobs finished in genuine silver.
lete, and by deflecting the police
from the business of preventing
crime to the pursuit of technicalities.”
Affirming that there are two moves
which President Hoover’s Commis
sion on Law Enforcement can make
to clear up the situation the article
adds:
Let it appeal to congress and the
state legislatures to go systemati
PARK THEATRE
cally through their books and discard
the legislative rubbish they will find.
Don't miss the wonderful all-talk
Let it propose to congress and the
ing picture “In Old Arizona," which
This is the event you have been waiting for ... a complete clearance cf our best
state legislatures that henceforth, in
closes Its run to-day.
|
adopting new legislation, they put a
"Father and Son." the Columbia
selling Summer Fashions . . . while there are still two long months of summer
reasonable time limit on each law. so
drama of unselfish father love, syn- '
V1NALHAVEN
HOW TO GET BEST PRICES
that it automatically stands repealed
ehronized with dialogue and a musi- !
weather to wear and enjoy them. The reason? Because of broken sizes end col
at the end of twenty years, unless it
cal score, comes for Monday and
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Whitmore and
has been reenacted before that time
Tuesday, with Jack Holt, Dorothy 1
ors, and because we must have room at once for fall and winter merchandise. If
expires. It would be easy enough to nieces Charlotte I)ycr and Eleanor Emil Rivers Tells Blueberry Growers How To Improve Bevier and Mickey McBan in the
keep good laws in force if this system Calderwood with Mrs. Susan Woodleading roles.
The plot is unusual, J
the shoe you had your eye on earlier in the seasen is still there ... you’re in line for
were adopted. The useless laws, the ’ cock and sons Donald and Edwin
Product Through the Use of His Invention
and the characterizations and voice i
foolish laws, laws enacted in some were in Rockland Monday.
reproductions are excellent.
The ’
a rare bargain ... so come early!
Mrs. Charles Chilles and grandson
momentary burst of feeling that soon
happiest of home life exists between
spent itself, could be allowed to go John Chilles returned Wednesday
from Rockland.
How to get the best possible price in two sizes. No. 1 is especially suit- Jimmy Fields, the motherless boy, en
A
their way into oblivion.
____
Horace Knerr and family of Phil for blueberries is the question that a^e f°r smaller farms. It cleans acted by Mickey Me Ban. and Frank
We should be curious to learn how
from 18 to 20 bushels an hour and Fields, the adoring father, portrayed
adelphia are at Woleewyn cottage.
often
occupies
the
mind
of
every
.
Wp)Khg
on
,
y
pounds
,,
ne
pers(jn
by Jack Holt.
Next door to the
•our own State would fare under such
Mrs. Edward Condon and daughter
an overhauling. Every legislature Gertrude returned Thursday from a grower of blueberries. Yet it is a lnav move it about in the field as may Field’s home lives Miss White, an oldELSIE M. HOWARD
When
EAST SENNEBEC
ST. GEORGE
adds to the bulk of Maine statutory ivisit
>i:,r Harb'»- and Stonington very simple matter. If lie can pro- be necessary. It runs lightly and one time friend of the family.
After spending a week with her
Mrs. Henry IP. Caddy and children
_
T
(They also enjoyed a motor trip duce first-class blueberries, he will ' Pprson can crank it all day without Frank Fields is called away to a for
Elsie
M.
Howard.
79,
widow
of
1
laws.
Last winter s
legislature, through 1)ther parts of Maine.
any excessive exertion. Price $30.00 eign country on business. Miss White, Henry E. Howard, died Tuesday at ister. Mrs. Cassie Paul, and nephew, William and Arline have returned‘to
also get first-class prices for them.
secretly in love with Fields, volun
enacted 366.
We write without
Gus Swanson and daughter Mar
midnight at the home of her son, Dura I Raymond Paul. Mr. and Mrs. Billy Bath, where they are making a brief
Every producer of blueberries car. f.o.b. Rockland, Me.
Separator No. 2 is similar in design teers to take care of Jimmy during L Howard in Bath from compllca- i Haves have returned to their home visit before going to their home in
knowledge of the total number of garet returned Monday from Rock grow first-class berries, but no one
the absence of his father.
Arlington. Mass.
land.
tions following her first serious ill- | *n Hctroit, Mich,
can market them as first-class pr« d- with No. 1, but is larger and of heav
such laws that stand for the regula
When Fields returns to America he
Mrs. Jetson Dyer and children of uce without using a cleaning appa ier construction. It too, may be
ness
that
began
in
February.
She is
tion of Maine's people, but it is not New Jersey were guests this week of
operated by hand, but may also be brings with him a new wife,
Mrs. Howard was born in North1 Sprav hoods that are guaranteed.
ratus that will free the berries from operated by a motor. A l1^ horse- really a notorious character, the
Opening game in Knox County
difficult to recall some that are as Mrs. George Creed.
inedible matter aud yet preserve their power motor is sufficient. No. 2 will Countess Moletti. Jimmy hates her Haven. June 11. 1850, a daughter of prompt service, honest price, supLeague
—Rockland vs. «St. George, at
iss
Molly
Nichols
and
Miss
Nettie
Harvey
and
Sarah
Ames.
During
piled
by
Rockland
Awning
Co..
P.
O.
extinct as the famous bird of the
natural color and dryness. Such a
Conant who have been at Island j process is guaranteed by a new inven clean from 22 to 25 bushels an hour, on sight, and refuses to obey her. ?er- their early years of married life Mr. j Box 441. Rockland.
Rockland. Monday afterhoon at 5.10.
93-94
cross-word puzzle.
<>n the average. Weight 100 pounds, ious family complications grow be- and Mrs. Howard moved to Camden
Home left Friday for Wellesley, Mass. !
tion for cleaning blueberries.
Price $45.00 f.o.b. Rockland. Me.
tween them, ending in the mysterious i
lived several years and
Dr. and Mrs. Cunningham of I
It has the following advantages:
( These machines will last for tens of murder of the new Mrs. Fields. By
We have had occasion to allude Springfield. Mass., are guests of Mrs.
1. It is absolutely the best and years if properly cared for while they a chain of unusual situations, Jimmy I then Went to Rockford, Ill., for sev
Mary L. Arey at Island Home.
eral years. They returned to Maine
with pleasure to the road that fol
William Lawry has a new Pontiac most practical in that it will not are outdoors.. When the machine is an^ ^is father suspect each other of and lived in Rockland for about three
crush
or
impair
the
berries
in
any
not running it must be protected by the qrime.
The circumstances are i years and more than 30 years ago
lows south from Thomaston along car.
The following young ladies are way. The berries will lose none of a water-proof cover so that no rain plainly evident, accusing either or came to Bath where she had since
the eastern banks of the St. Georges
their
good
appearance
in
going
can reach its wooden parts. The sun both.
A phonograph which makes lived. She was a member of Cencamping at The Igloo: Priscilla
River to the end of the peninsula
Smith. Phyllis Black. Marion Lyford, through the separator. This machine also might affect the rubberized cloth records, a birthday gift from father ' tral Congregational Church and of
has been tried out during several to some extent. But if the machines to son. plays an important part in
where the quaint town of Port Clyde Dorothy Cassie and Ellen Wareham.
! Genesta Chapter, O. E. S., and was
Alexander Bruce was victim of an years with positively good results. are kept covered wi.ile in the open clearing up the mystery and assuring ‘ active in both.
perches itself on the ocean edge. Just
She possessed a
BRIDGE PARTIES SOLICITED
The
same
separator
may
be
used
also
they will last indefinitely.
happiness to Jimmy, his father, and charming
personality.
was ever
now the road is at its summer best, accident Thursday, v/.iich resulted for cleaning beans and peas just as
The
separators
'have
been
patented
Miss
White
after
a
coroner
’
s
jury
had
CHICKEN DINNERS UPON APPOINTMENT
in a broken leg. He was taken on the
thoughtful of others, and was beloved
free of dust, because the state depart n on boat to Knox Hospital.
well as for blueberries.
at the United States Patent Office, brought in a verdict of murder by an by her wide circle of acquaintances.
UNION On Route 101 MAINE
2. This blueberry separator has no Manufactured and sold by Emil unknown person or persons.—Adv.
ment has spread upon it a coating of
Thad C. Carver of Pratt, Kan., ar
Her nearest surviving relative is her
sieve of any kind to scrape or injure Rivers . 342 Park street, Rockland.
son. ex-Alderman Howard.
EDITH BESSE GREENE, Proprietress
TEL. Union 7-5
oil. Your car runs over it with de rived here Friday.
The attendance at Union Church the berries. The berries are poured Me.—adv.
93-lt
TWILIGHT LEAGUE
The funeral was held Friday at Mr.
lightful smoothness, while you note
into
a
so-called
feeder
which
prop

Circle Thursday was unusually large.
St. Georgo’s lusty bat.s-mpn pounded Howard's home and the body was
1
with a pleased eye the fertile farms The housekeepers were Mrs. E. C. erly equalizes and controls their flow
“EAT MORE FISH.”
out another victory Thursday nicht | taken to West Rockport for burial
into
the
machine.
This
feeder
may
be
that border it and the well-kept McIntosh, Mrs. Rebecca Arey, Mrs.
when they defeated the Central beside her husband in the family lot.
adjusted for various degrees of clean
Maine-Thlstles 6 to 0 at Community —Bath Times.
homes with their evidences of com William Burns, Mrs. Charles Davis.
“Eat More Fish” is the slogan of a
Mrs. Ralph Lufkin and Norma ing depending upop the quantity of
fortable thrift. Now and then the Hutchinson, who have been guests of foreign matter to be removed. The campaign waging throughout Bel Park. Davis of Deering High did
MRS. CAROLYN PAYSON
good work for tho Rockland team, but |
The object is to his support was not' of tho calibre j
road opens upon a cove, such as Rob Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hennigar, left feeder discharges the berries on a gium these days.
-----help
decrease
the
importation
of
canvas
conveyor
which
runs
oblique

calculated to beat St. George, which ■ Mrs. Caroline Lermond Payson died
inson Crusoe encountered on his Thursday for Rockland
frozen
meat.
;<nd
thus
save
the
coun

ly
upward.
Between
the
feeder
and
Miss Flora Nason of Boston is the
was keeping even pace with the fine . Aug. 30, in Plymouth, Mass., at the
island. When the tide is at its
the conveyer there is a strong air try many millions of francs per year. work of Lowell.
guest of her uncle W. Y. Fossett.
I age of #4. She was born in South
height and the river and these coves
Lyford Arey and son Edmund, and current that carries away all lighter Doctors, too, are pointing out that
Hope and spent many years in Rockfish
is
fine
brain
food
and
that
the
Frank
Harris
and
son
of
Chicago,
are
waste.
Heavier
stuff
will
go
up
on
present themselves brim full with the
Two “good games this afternoon: land and vicinity. All of her six chil
Belgians
do
not
eat
enough
of
it.
At
the
conveyor;
hut
the
berries,
being
expected
to
arrive
Sunday
morning
Rockland at Camden; and Hallowell dren survive her—Albert L. and
pushed-up waters of the sea, we think
and will be guests of Mrs. Mary L round, roll down into a box under the the present time they are consuming at Thomaston.
Emma of Thomaston. Jennie L. Raye
you must go far to encounter any Arey.
machine, clean and fresh. Both the only about three and one-half pounds
IS “DIFFERENT’!
of Falmouth Foreside. Miss Florence
thing in nature to surpass the beauty
Almond Miller returned Monday feeder and the conveyor are made of per head for every 9.9 pounds of meat.
The Chisox encountered an unex- Payson. R. N., of Lewiston. Frank L.
soft, rubberized cloth that will never
Will Like ‘
-------- ------------pected obstacle in the Legion-Forty Payson of Warren and John Payson
of it. And now that we presently are from R'ckland.
Mrs. William Gaston and party ' hamper the operation of the machine
Critics are secretly convinced that I club last night, and went down to a of Wollaston. Mass. Funeral serv
to see erected at its northern entrance
All
Deniers Sell “NoXHl”
from North Haven were in town Wed- 1 by gathering moisture.
anything is superficial which they 6 to 3 defeat. Charlie Wotton was ices were held Saturday at the Burpee
the Memorial to General Knox the nesday, having made the trip in Mrs.
3. The separator is manufactured can understand.—Will Durant.
Burial was
* on the mound for the combine while Undertaking parlors.
•road's appeal to the traveler will Gaston’s motor boat, “Night Hawk.” |
in Achorn cemetery.
_ Bill Foster was the Chisoxian.
Miss
Nina
Ames
entertained
her
further be increased. We commend
Sunday School class Thursday at her
to the summei visitor no less than bungalow’ at the Reach.
our own people these attractions of
Miss Muriel Chilles entertained the
the St. George road. Nor should we Economy Club at her home Thursday
omit allusion to the eating-places of ' night.
Lafayette Carver Corps will hold a
The region, in themselves an attrac cake sale and dance Aug. 16 at the
1929
1825
104 YEARS
tion whose value one does not under Net Factory. Music by the Fakers.
Mrs. William T. Smith visited rela
estimate.
tives in Bangor the past week.
Mrs. Nelson Bunker and daughter
What relation do sports bear to the Sara returned Monday from Belfast.
character of a community? The Phil Miss Bunker has a new Pontiac car.
II. W. Fifield & Co., are to have a
adelphia Record points out that on summer sale Aug. 9.
What you tell your children about the
planning to open lip a business in a
Rev. Harold Gould and family of
rewards
of thrift can never carry the
strange town, many inquiries have to B ston are guests at the home of Mrs.
Marie Teele.
weight
that
actual management of a sav
be made. After investigating prop
Mrs. Ada Ingerson of Port Clyde
ings account will have.
erty values, taxes, water, light, heat, is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
and power provision, etc., the ven Williams.
Let them have a little money of their
The Silent Sisters spent Tuesday
turer might well ask, “What kind of
at the Zenas Burgess cottage,
own.
Don’t call it “spending money.”
a baseball town is it?” The answer i Rev. Mr. Hutchieson of •Columbus,
to the query, comments the editor, Ohio, will talk to the hoys and girls
Encourage them to save part of it.
would be a pretty good index to the at Union Church Sunday school Aug.
4. Mr. Hutchieson is a brother to Dr.
liveness of the community.
Have a Savings Account

Model 91
$ 137^9 dess tubes)

FOUR TUNED

- STAGES ’
HAKES'

Model 91

$\(i759 (/ess tubes)

NoA*C Hum

FREE Home Demonstration

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

Main Street

Authorized Dealers
Rockland, Maine

Monday Evening—Dance at Clubhouse
Tuesday Evening—Band Concert
Wednesday Evening—Dance at Clubhouse
Thursday Evening—Banquet for visiting Drivers and Officials
Friday—Races during day and Daqce and Fireworks in evening
Saturday—Races during day with dinner dance in evening

Spear Shoe Store
Main Street, Rockland, Maine

CLEARANCE OF

Summer Fashions

“YE GREEN£ ARBOUR”
TEA SHOP

NO-OIL

Salad Dressing
You

^0-0^

BE SURE OF QUALITY

Let Your Children
Find Out For Themselves

ASK FOR

Hutchieson.

THE GRAF ZEPPELIN

A chicken supper was served at the
home of David Dunean last Tuesday
evening to some of his former Sunday school class. The company ineluded Louise Smith, Vinal Smith,
Neal Calderwood. Vivian Libby, and
a most enjoyable evening was spent.

RICE’S

UPPER CYLINDER LUBRICATION IS ESSENTIAL

This Engine runs without radiator, fan, or water—illustrating the fact that
FIREZONE OIL, added to the gasoline Lubricates the upper cylinder walls,
piston rings and valves—that cannot be lubricated adeauately by Crank Case
oil. FRICTION is reduced, CARBON formation PREVENTED, and a bet
ter and smoother running engine provided.
ORDER A 32 OUNCE CAN—TODAY—enough to lubricate 80 gallons cf
gasolene. MAIL COUPON NOW

Latest news from the Graf Zeppelin
located her 90 miles south of the
Azores, 2100 miles from her destina
tion at Lakehurst. She expects to
circle New York at noon Sunday, and
Spray hoods that are guaranteed
Firezone Oil Sales Co., N. E.
11 Beacon Street, Boston, Rm. 610
is following a course whieh may take
her along this section of the Maine prompt service, honest price, sup
Please send me a 32 oz. can of FIREZONE OIL. I enclose $2.00. If it
plied
by
Rockland
Awning
Co..
P.
O.
coast.
docs not do all you claim it will do it is understood that my $2.00 will be
Box 441, Rockland.
93-94
refunded, provided I have used FIREZONE as you direct ..............................
The Sea Grill Cafe, Studley block.
Man
has
two
ages
for
love,
until
Park street, is open for business with
and
after fifty.—Vicomte Distributors WANTED—Open territories, repeat business big volume, UnGeorge E. I^ewis, an old time caterer. thirty
psual preposition, write for details.
In charge.—ady,
78-tf de Leehe.

Keep It Growing

THE THOMASTON
NATIONAL BANK
Thomaston, Maine
a* .

FRANKFURTS
Made from Selected Cuts

104 Years Without a Loss to a Depositor

of Beef and Pork

r

F very-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD FVFNT8

Aug. 5- Midseason hall of Rockland Vet
eran Firemen’s Aaotclation at Oakland Park
Aug. 6—Knox County Field Day Associa
tion, 0. K. 8. Annual meeting at Penobscot
View Grange hal. Glencove.
Aug. 8- Dancing party at Country Club.
Aug. 6-8—Race meet and carnival at Kno*
Trotting Park.
Aug. 8—Rockport Baptist Circle Midsum
mer Fair. al Baptist Church.
Aug. 7—Owl's Head Church Fair.
Aug. »—Thomaston Baptist Ladies* (’Irel
and Beta Alpha Fair on the Mall.
Aug. 8 — Rockport, annual summer fair ant!
sale by the Ladies of the Baptist (lunch.
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MacMILLAN’S PLANS
Explorer Will Fly Over Mys
terious Baffin Land Next
Year

IN THE

e sure to hear the

Commander Donald B. MacMillan
veteran of many an Arctic explora
SERMONETTE
The model air-planes made by the
tion, will undertake an extensive ex
l>oys of the city, in connection with
Samuel Lucas Joshi—-Hindu
ploration trip by airplane over mys- the Hummer Reading Club, will lie
Christian
terlous Baffin faind In the Far North on display in the children's room at
Haired of Cart and doubt of human rreeds
next year. First intimation of the llie FOblie Library until Aug. 10.
May well be fell : the unpardonable sin
pianos are well worth a trip to
Is to deny the word of God within !
1930 serial exploration—one of tile the library and it is hoped that many
- Whittier
COMING REUNIONS
most ambitious attempted in the Arc- will take this opportunity to see some
Are Christian parents asleep or
Au-. 14 24th annital reunion of descend
indifferent as to what is being
cuts at Khenerer Hull, Penobscot View Crane- tic—was given by Commander ^f.nc- "f the workmanship of our boys. The
Millan in a letter to the Delco-Light several types of planes are arranged
hall, Glencove.
taught in colleges founded by
Aujr, 15- Fiftieth annual reunion of the Slav- Co., which manufactures the indi according to the ages of the builders
Christians? Is it possible that
rett-Spear families at Reunion Grove Farm
Into
two
groups,
and
will
lie
Judged
vidual electric plants used on the
they support and subscribe to a
Warren.
MacMillan
ship,
Bowdoin,
and
at
his
accordingly.
No
prize
lias
been
offered
Au£ 18—Usht family at home of XV. W.
|he< ry that a belief in prayer and
Light hi Washington.
supply stations in the Arctic.
I,n lhis contest, but the two winning
personal relationship with God is
Aug. 20 Forty-first annual reunion of thi
A portion of this year is being spent planes, one from each group, will
indicative of insanity?
Rliihles family al the heme of Capt. Alton 1).
at Labrador and parts of Baffin Land r^ma*n at the library for the duration
Professor Samuel Lucas Joshi,
Chadwick Wahl street, Thomaston.
of
the
Hummer
Reading
Club.
The
Aug. 22 Forty-seventh annual reunion of by Commander MacMillan and his
a Hindu Christian, holds the chair
Hotfsea family at Falllee farm. North Cush parly, preparing for the big work of
an<’ tl>e names of the judges will
of comparative religion at Dart
ing.
be announced in the Tuesday issue of
mouth College. He says—‘Col
Aug. 31- -Knight family at Camp Nepenthe, next year.
this
paper.
Lake tluantlhaeook, Scarsmont.
Baffin Land holds a peculia/ly
lege men sense thn need of a meta
ill 11 >—
strategic position on the globe. Jot
physical and scientific background
-r
Other Talk of the Town on Page 8 ting out from the Hudson straits, it
WALDOBORO
on which the superstructure of
throws a vast protective arm be
religious theory and practice
Mrs. Thomas Foley of Boston is at
This new Balanced-Unit Radio has completely revolu
sM ■
Tho Charity Club enjoyed a picnic tween the chill waters of the Arctic the Sproul homestead.
, should be built.” Here are some
tionized radio tone. See a Philco dealer today and ar
et the Simmons Cottage. Crescent ocean and the north Atlantic. For
selections from the papers of the
Misses Velma and Aurora Marrange for a Free Demonstration in yonr own home.
Beach, Friday.
that reason, science thinks Baffin selles, who have been passing a
class he instructs.
Land may be the geographic guardian month with their aunt. Mrs. Fred
One says—“My conception of
This
Almon Bird, whose vacation began that protects our eastern coast from Boggs, have returned to Boston.
God indent ifles him with the uni
Nentrodyne-PIna
Monday has left tor a motor trip of much of the Arctic clilll.
verse and laws of nature, fc^uch a
Miss Louise Nelson of Los Angeles,
undetermined destination.
Although it is believed to be the Mrs. Frank March, Mrs. Flora Frost,
God would be an impartial cre
third largest island In the world, Miss Edna Frost, Mrs. Clifford l^eon
ator. impervious to prayer and
TUBES
for onlv
Mrs. Mary Ivison of Philadelphia Baltin Land has never been more than and children of (Monmouth have been
EXTRA
sacrifice and unapproachable by
who has been visiting relatives at sketchily indicated on the maps. Its guests of Miss Ethel Overlook.
bribes of any sort.” ‘‘Sin would
Orr's Island arrives today to be the interior has never been explained.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Bailey and
he only mental, the result of which
house guest of Mrs. Emma S. Bird.
During this summer's preliminary children of Rumford and Mr. and
would be pain and deprivation of
work, Commander MacMillan hopes Mrs. Lester iSmith of Portland have
happiness.” “1 would accept no*
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cooper and Mrs to penetrate far enough Ir^to the in been guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
creed, attend no church, since
Kenneth Lord and sons are spending terior to find some lakes reported by, Brackett.
these factors do not fit in with
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Eskimos but never seen by white
ESS than two weeks ago the new
Mrs. Gracia D. Libby of’Boston has
my scheme of life.” Another says,
Young In Waterville.
man.
been in town on the way to the Gay
“God is but a vague term for the
J Philco came to town. Already all
camp at Martin’s Point where she
laws of nature; he who expects to
Mrs S. A. Burpee, Miss Addie
who have listened to it have com
will
spend
the
month
of
August.
interfere
with
these
laws
by
PORT CLYDE
Holmes and Miss Cora Perry of Mal
Mrs. Edwin E. Eldridge and daugh
prayer, is surely on the road to in
pletely revised their ideas of good
William
Hatton
and
family
of
Cali

den returned yesterday from a mo
ters of .South Orleans. Mass., are
sanity.”
‘‘Know’ thyself is the
radio reception.
»
tor trip through Canada and the fornia have arrivevd here to visit guests of Mis. Carrie Miller.
best summary of religion given to
celatives.
White Mountains.
Mrs.
Abbie
Montgomery
of
Thom

the world.” “To place your faith
i
___
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Hupper of
AT LAS.T, TONE DISTORTION IS
aston is visiting her sister, Mrs. Wllin the merits of the crucifixion is
The many friends of Mrs. H. M. New York. Mr. and Mrs. Philip Hup ard Wade.
suggestive of mental indolence”
CONQUERED. Now, for the first
per
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Colby
Hupper
Noyes of North Haven will be glad
Mrs. Milton Creamer has been in
and he offers the substitution “of
time, you can sit at home and hear
to know that she is progressing fa of Criehaven are guests of their father Portland.
the sensible law of Karma” ‘‘to
vorably, following a major operation Forest Hupper.
music exactly a» it goes on the air.
Ilarry Harrison, (Mrs. Andrew How
make the world a better place in
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Montgomery
Wednesday at the Faulkner Hospital
which to live.”
Through the Philco Electro-Dynamic
and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Montgom ard and daughter Katharine of
in Jamaica Plain, Maes.
Background indeed!
ery of Dedham, Mass., are spending Chelsea, Mass., are at Mrs. Jessie
Speaker every instrument comes in
Achorn’s.
W. A. H.
Mrs. Paul Paulsen and son of Wa the summer at Spruce Point.
Mrs.
F.
M.
Fogg
and
daughters,
wilh full rich tone value. The voices
tertown, Mass., who have been vis
rs. Dewey Browne and children of
iting Mrs. Paulsen's sister. Mrs. Ed Vinalhaven, Mrs. Aurilla Bray and Avis and Doris, of SI. Petersburg,
of flute, clarinet, oboe, bassoon and
At the Congregational Church to
gar Dorr at Tenant's Harbor; and Ixiwton Bray of Rockland were recent Fla., are guests of Mr. and 'Mrs. W. morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
horn are easily identified. Each subtle
F. B. Feyler’s.
Mr. and Mrs. George Af. Brewster in guests of Mrs. Ada Brennen.
(preach on the subject. ‘‘The Greatest
Rev. Everett Washburn of Cam
and elusive overtone is caught and
this city, while Capt. Paulsen has
Miss Hazel Orcutt of Attleboro is
Task In the World” The Pilgrim
bridge. Mass., will occupy the Baptist
been cruising Penobscot Bay, in com a guest of Mrs. Fred Simmons.
Choir will sing.
reproduced wilh absolute fidelity. No
« • ♦ ♦
mand of the Marshall yacht, leave to
The Pentecostal meetings are well pulpit tomorrow’ morning in the ab
sence of the pastor. There will be
cross-talk or interference. Not until
night for Portland on their way home. attended.
The Gospel Mission services Sun
no evening, service.
Mrs. Ida Ingerson who has been a
day afternoon at 2.30 will be conduct
you
actually listen to it can you com
W. B. Sussions of Framingham, ed by George Brown, subject ‘‘Where
Beech street is torn up from Lin guest of Mrs. Addie Marshall the past
prehend
what a revolutionary differ
Mass.,
has
been
the
guest
of
Dr.
and
coln to White with the installation month left Wednesday for Vinal
We Are On the Stream of Time.”
Mrs. M. L. Palmer. With his host Bible charts will be shown. The
of a six-inch water main, replacing haven.
ence the new Philco has made in
hostess and John W. Palmer, Mr. evenInfr service at 7.30 will be conthe iwo-inch main w-hich for a long
Miss Hazel Fisher of Attleboro, and
SJtlBitiiiltc tsc-rsck r> 1 1 xr rvszxf Aao/4 f .
AnLurn '
__
.
—
radio reception.
•
period of years has tried supply Miss Marion Gee of Boston, and Mr. Sussions recently motored to Auburn. ducted by Herbprt EIwell.
Mrs.
Martha
Perkins
of
Wiscas

takers. The new main connects the Duncan of Meriden, are guests at
Balanced-Unit Lowboy
Extreme DISTANCE. Stations,that
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
large main at corner of Beech and Mrs. William Brennen’s. Mr. Kase set is visiting Mrs. Ella Achorn.
Neutrodyne-Plus
.
........... 8129.50
Miss
Delphine
Jewett
of
New
’
York
IJncoln with the fire hydrant near of West Virginia has also been a
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
ordinary sets are not sensitive
is the guest of Miss Bessie Reed.
the Nurses' Home and greatly im guest.
morning service at 10.30 o'clock.
Screen Grid........................
$119.50
enough
to
pick
up,
can
be
tuned
in
A charming rectory tea was given Subject of lesson sermon, “Love.”
proves the service of that whole
Balanced-Unit
Highboy,
Nentrodyne-Phn,
9149.50.
S
wot
.
CrU, »139. SO
at
the
home
of
’
Misses
Jessie
and
with
astonishing
ease
on
the
new
region.
Sunday school at 11.45. The reading
Other Talk 01 the Town on Page 8
Faye Keene Tuesday afternoon /rom room is located at 400 Main street,
Balanced-L’n if Highboy de Luxe, Neutrodyne-Plut, 5205.00.
Screen Grid, 9195.00
Philco. Under equal conditions, we
3
until
5
by
Circle
No.
2
of
the
Susan

Balanced-Unit Table Model, Screen Grid Receiver, 967.00
The two young girls sent by the
over Daniels' Jewelry store, and is
With the readiness that has always
believe the new Philco NeutrodyneElectro-Dynamic Speaker, 932.50
Ilockland Red Cross to Portland for been characteristic of him, Rotarian nah Wesley .Society. .Susannah Wes open each week day from 2 to 5
treatment at a hospital are now Walter iS. Rounds yesterday stepped ley, her daughters, Susannah and o’clock.
Tubet Extra
Plus will give greater distance than
ready to return home. They were into the breach at a few moments’ Mehitabel and Keziah Wesley were
any
other
radio
on
the
market.
impersonated
by
Mrs.
Eudora
Miller,
conveyed there by a local Initiiness notice—the expected speaker being ill
At Littlefield Memorial Church,
Enthusiastic owners are constantly writing in to tell
man in his autobobile. Now some —and gave the members and guests the Misses Keene and Mrs. Jennie Rev. L. G. Perry of Ellsworth will
FREE Home Demonstration
Brummitt
in
quaint
and
lovely
oldOther good citizen who may be re at the noontime luncheon-an admir
. speak morning and evening.
Mr.
us how they are getting far distant stations, many
time
gowns.
The
spacious
rooms,
(Perry
comes
as
a
candidate
for
p-rturning from Portland is asked to able address What he had to say
See one of these registered Philco dealers listed be
thousands of miles away.
bring the girls in his car. If he will was the expression of thought he had lawns and garden furnished a de manent pastor. The morning serv
lightful
background
for
a
most
suc

low, and arrange, without the slightest obligation, for
ice is at 10 30 and the evening serv
call up the Rod Cross headquarters been giving to his coming (Sunday
ice is at 7.15. Mrs. Evelyn Hart and
the matter can be arranged. Here is sermon, dealing with the question of cessful and original affair.
NEW AND EXCELLING CABINET BEAUTY. The
a Free Demonstration in your own home. Easy terms,
Miss Olive Bragg will sing at the
a chance to do a good deed.
w’hat is loosely alluded to as modern
new Philco cabinets are superb creations, the work
if you decide to buy.
morning service. Bible Sehool meets
RAZORVILLE
Crf
\Zl
Gb
Don't forget the big sale at A. * P. progress, but which allows ground
at noon and B.Y.P.U. comes at 6
of
Americans
leading
furniture
designers.
Bird's-eye
for
the
deep-rooted
distrust
as
to
IRemember
the
date
of
the
church
store, Thomaston, week of August
o’clock.
maple panels, matched Oriental walnut, butt walnut,
>5th. Open evenings during sale.— whether after all there has been any fair at Grange hall, Aug. 7.
Every Philco set is equipped with a genuine Electro♦ * • *
real human progress since the time
Dr. ’S. B. Overlock who has been
adv.
tapestry over speaker, costly overlays — such fea
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
Dynamic Speaker and baliinccil to use two of the
of the ancients. His thought was staying at Mrs. Edith Overlock’s a
illustrated by references to the trend few’ weeks and also visiting friends Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
tures make the new Philco worthy of a place in
marvelous new 245 I’OWLit TUBES with push-pull
SOMERVILLE
ices
for
tomorrow
will
be
appropriate
of modern literature and the freedom and relatives returned
Wednes
the finest home.
amplification.
for the Tenth Sunday after Trinity:
Mr. and Mrs. Charles French were of modern Life, not in pessimism, for day to his home in ’Connecticut.
Holy Communion at 8 a. m. at St.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. F. H. he turned at the last to the brighter
The new’ fence which has been
Tracy.
side and voiced a belief that after erected around the Razorville ceme John Baptist Church, Thomaston;
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Turner, Mr. and all the world i$j to come out all right. tery is both substantial and orna Choral Eucharist and sermon at
Mrs. F. II. Tracy and Mr. and Mr«. Those w’ho sit in Mr. Rounds’ church mental and w’ill keep the enclosure 10 30; evensong and sermon at St.
F. L. Turner passed a day at Smith- tomorrow' will hear an entertaining secure frem straying herds of cat John Baptist at 5.30; devotions at
7.30 at St. Peter’s. The preacher at
field recently.
and scholarly sermon. The Rotary tle, its four gates making entrance to
the Eucharist and evensong will he
Linwood Turner of Washington and meetings, as is the case in summer, the yard easy.
C. W. Brickman, seminarist of the
Fred L. Turner were in Augusta Mon see visitors from all over the place.
Mrs. Carrie "White of Boston is vis General Seminary. New York City.
PHILCO DISTRIBUTOR
day.
Those recorded Friday included; Bill iting in town for a few weeks.
* ♦ * •
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Garland of Ban Stark, Orange. Texas; Thad C. Carv
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Kilgore of Liv
Rev.
Benjamin
P.
Browne
will
oc

TELEPHONE 661
gor were Wednesday visitors of Mr. er. Pratt, Kansas; Charles A. Holden, ermore Falls spent a few days in
ROCKLAND, MAINE
643 MAIN STREET
cupy his former pulpit at the First
and Mrs. Fred L. Turner. Mr. Gar Hanover, N. IH.; E. K. Leighton, town recently.
Baptist
Church
tomorrow,
morning
land is an instructor at Untveraity of Waterville; Ernest Fuller, Lancaster,
Robert Ludwig spent the weekend end evening. At the morning service
Maine. Mr. and Mrs. urner aceom N. H.; Harry Jackson, Lebanon. N. at Ralph Hibbert’s.
PHILCO DEALERS
he will speak on “The Inescapable
ponied them to Augusta for a visit. H.; 'Dr. E. A. Farrington, Haddon
Bertram Ludwig is cutting the Gross " There will be a duet by Mrs.
Port Clyde—L. B. Anthony Co.
Waldoboro—Arthur H. Brown
field, N . J.; Willard Sprague, Cam grass on Edith Overlock’s farm.
Browne and Mrs. Marston. “God's
bridge, Mass.; Copeland Lang. Bel
Hot and dry are the weather condi Babies" will be the subject at the
Belfast—Ball & O’Leary
New
Harbor
—
C.
J.
Hanna
TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION
fast; Foster Higgins, Augusta ; Frank tions, gardens needing rain badly.
evening service, 7.15. Mrs. Browne
North Haven—Emery Wooster
South Bristol, E. T. Thompson
WANTBD- Small Iambs or thin sheep. State Essig. Madison, N. J.; Cyrus H. K.
W. C. Lessner made a trip to Au will sing and Miss Edna Gregory will
prlre JOHN MOKRfS. SR., Long Cove Tel. Curtis. Marcus Chandler and Kendall gusta Wednesday.
preside at the organ.
Dark Harbor, Chester A. Decker
Warren—Bryan S. Robinson
11-211. Tenant's Harbor.
93-tf
• « • •
Hopkins. Camden; Frank Poland,
Preaching at the village Aug. 4,
WANTED An experienced chamber maid
Vinalhaven
—Peaslee & Ross
Damariscotta
—
Sands
S.
Woodbury
Boston;
and
guests
were
iRev.
J.
L.
then
vacation.
The pulpit at Pratt Memorial Meth
al once. HOTEL ROCKLAND.
83-95
Darcie, ’Pittsburg. Penn., and Roger
Trinity Union at South Somerville odist Church will he occnpied by the
Camden, C. E. Marriner
St. George Road—Thomaston, Wayside Garage
FOUND—Lady’s pocket book on /Tillson „ ,
A u$. 11.
pastor. Rev. Jesse Kenderdlne, next
Ave. Tel. COP RIER-gazettk.
93-lt Wolcott, Hartford, Conn.
I Sunday and he will resnrnothe teach
ing of the Baraca Class. Sunday
iSchool will convene at 9 JO. the regu
lar hour. Morning worship will be at
tist Church under the direction of
10.30 and the iwtstor's subject will be
WARREN
SOOTHES ALL PAIN
their leader Mrs. Boyd Caler will dec
I “Permanent Foundations." The eve
Mrs. Ralph Wipgin and daughter orate the church for the Sunday
ning service will be at 7.15 and tho Barbara have returned from a week’s
Don’t Suffer with Headaches, l,.oss of Sleep, Rheumatic or
theme of the evening sermon will be stay at Crescent Beach to her summer School Mi'viots. New lights for the
pulpit And singers’ gaUery are being
Neuralgic Pains—Take
'The Courage of Daniel.” The music home In Warren.
will include a solo by Mr. Kenderdine I Miss Arlene Sawyer of Hartford, Installed there this week by the C. M.
Golden
at the morning service and a duet by • Conn., and friend Miss Mary Bracey P. Ce. "Satisfied” Is the topic for the
Mrs. Thelma Stanley and Mr. Ken I of Ogunquit, are expected Monday for mid week service, Aug. 7.
Frank Peabody has been quite ill
derdine in the evening. Prayer and a vacation visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Headache
at his home on Union street since
Bible study services will he resumed Harold Sawyer.
Sunday,
but
is
now
improving.
next Tuesday evening at 7.30.
No Opiates, Morphine, Chloral or Cocaine. No bad after
Mrs. A. T. Norwood, Mrs. H. D.
Dr. and Mrs. Forrest T. Bangs of
Sawyer, Miss Evelyn Sawyer with Boston are guests slice Wednesday
effects. Small Tablets in Neat Box. Insist on Ballard’s
BORN
Mrs. H. Robbins of Union went on a of Mrs. K. J. Overlock.
OTT—At Rockland, July 29, to Mr. and Mrs.
tqotor trip to Canada, last week in
A noticeable bit of advertising is
Francis A. Ott, a son. Francis Edward.
YOUNG—At Matinlcus. July 29 to Mr. and the latter’s new car, their destination the1 painting in red and white check
being Sherbrook, Quebec.
Mrs. Max Youngv a daughter, Katherine.
erboard style of the Aladdin Studio
Dr. J. S. Norton of Shelburne, Vt., on Union street by its versatile owner,
SPEAR—At Detroit. Mich., July 28. to (Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond M. Spear (Doris Brasler), was a recent visitor in town.
Fred P. Watts.
a son, John Raymond-.
The subject of the sermon at the
Mrs. Helen Starrett Maxey who has
AVALLON—At New York, July 29, to Mr. Baptist Church Sunday morning will been so seriously ill this week was
and Mrs. Ralph Avallon, a daughter, 9 be "Beyond.” "Swift or Slow,” is the
This will inform you that you can get expert
somewhat improved Friday and
pounds.
topic for the evening service, which, friends are hoping for her a steady
brake
service on two or four wheel brakes, test
weather
permitting,
will
be
held
on
gain in health.
DIED
ed by the new Raybestos method. The most
ROBINSON—-At Warren, Aug. i, Merrill J the church lawn. Unlimited parking
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Eastman are in
Robinson, native of St. George, son of space is available, and motorists are Waltham, Mass., where they will be
efficient brake testing machine on the market
James T. and Addle Hathorn Robinson aged welcomed. In the absence of the pas guests of their daughter Mrs. Her
37 years, 10 months, 11 days. Funeral at tor of the Congregational Church, the
bert.
today. A test will convince you.
Warren Saturday at 2 o’clock.
members and congregation are heart
HAN ALAIN KN—At Warren, Aug. 1, John
ily
invited
to
join
in
the
services
of
Hanalalrtcn, native of Finland.
Dtte Is no brt«f candle for roe. It
COAKLEY—At Brockton, Mass., July 2ft, Mrs. their sister church through the month is a sort of splendid torch.—George
C S. Coakley, formerly of Waldoboro. of August. Last Sunday morning a
Bernard Shaw.
Burial at Wiley’s Corner.
quartet, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Wyllie, Mrs.
PAYSON—At Plymouth. Mass., July 3ft, Caro Starrett and Mrs. Butler sang de
line Lermond Payson, widow of Halsev H.
Mrs. Louie J. Drewett,
Payson, aged 94 years, 2 months. Burial in lightfully.
organist.
Rockland.
Mrs. W. R. Vinal is entertaining a
BRAKE ADJUSTING. AND REUNING
ROBINSON—At Thomaston, Aug. 2. Ptof.
u ■
. • / V”
<■
Edward Robinson of Burlington Vt. (for party of friends at her cottage at
For Bridge Party, Afternoon Tea
IS A PROFESSIONAL’S JOB
merly of Thomaston), aged 63 years.
Pleasant Beach Saturday afternoon.
and All Occasions
When tho red light flaches—Can Vou Stop? We have an
The World Wide Guild of the Bap

amazing new

before you buy any radio

129

Lowboy

50

1

F. W. Farrel Company

MAMMOTH
FOOD SALE

Tablets

Ballard’s

Mr. and Mrs. Auto Driver

The Greatest Rockland
Has Ever Known

This Machine Cannot Deceive The Public

Week

SALTED NUTS

of

IN MEM0RIAM

In loving memory of Millard F. Weymouth,
who passed away Aug. 5, 1928.
Just when life was the sweetest and he could
have lived his best,
The gates of Heaven opened and God called
him home to rest.
No onP knows of the heartaches
Only those who have lost can tell.
Of sorrow borne in silence, for the one we
loved so well.
Wife and Daughters, Father and Mother.
Mrs ,'M. F. Weymouth, Irene and Marian Wey
mouth, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Weymouth.

At

IJS9

1829

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldotore

Rockland Hiehlaadc

ARTI8TIC MEMORIALS in
,
STONE
JStf

CARINI’S

SAFETY
expert on the job now.
Unsafe Brakes.

FIRST

Why risk yours and others safety on

TESTING

FREE

Freshly Salted Quality Goods

Almonds, Pecans, Cashew
Nuts and Peanuts

DYER’S GARAGE, inc.
Park Street

Rockland

OWL’S HEAD
Miss Katherine Emery of Boston
and Miss Bicknell of Rockland are
at Rose Hill farm.
Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock a
candy sale will be held at the com

'

I

munity room. The candy has been
donated by P. T. and W. H. Maddocks,
proprietors of Spear Folks Candy
Store of Waterville.
Miss Winona E. Robbins of North field, Mass., director of physical edu
cation in Keene. N. H.. is visiting for

I

-.a xJ-gg.—

The New
Building of
Burdett
College, Boston

$

I

I

Business Courses
DAY AND EVENING
FOR YOUNG MEN—College

grade courses in Business Ad
ministration and Accounting as
preparation for later executive
work. Two years of intensive
training in place of a four-year

s

university course.

FOR YOUNG WOMEN—Col
lege grade Executive Secretarial
and Normal Commercial Courses
offering exceptional preparation
for efficient work in both fields.
Of especial interest to college
women.

ALSO .prci.liied ahortcr cour,e«: Office Manag'-mcnt, Bookkeeping. Stenographic—Special Review and Finishing Courses.

i

5

J
$
1

Able faculty—excellent facilities—personal attention to individual
needs. Previous commercial training not required for entrance.
PLACEMENT SERVICE FOR GRADUATES.

C1 st Year Begins
J JL September 3
i

VISITORS 1
WELCOME J

[

Write for Catalogue
and Application

BurdettCollege
7^

Every-Othcr-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, August 3, 1929

Page Fouf

156 Stuart Street, Near Tremont, Boston

$
J
$

$
I

HANCOCK 6300

F.H. BURDETT. Pres.

a few weeks with Mrs. Mattie Mad
ASH POINT
docks.
Mrs. Raymond Dow with Mrs.
Rev. A. A. Walsh who has been at
Arthur Bain and other friends mo
tored to Bar Harbor Wednesday in the Allagash Mission for two weeks,
has returned and will preach Sunday
Mrs. Dow’s new Bulck.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Johnson of morning at 10.30 from the subject
North
Attleboro.
Mass.,
visited ‘•The Man Who,Spent a Night With
friends in town Thursday.
•
Miss Susie Post is passing her va Frogs.”
The annual fair which was held
cation at her home here.
Mrs. John Hatch of Sanford who Tuesday on the lawns of the church
has been visiting Mrs. K. C. Emery, and parsonage was a success finan
joined friends Thursday and will cially and in every way. In the eve
ning a large audience enjoyed the
make an auto trip into Canada.
Mrs. Carlson made a business trip following program of music and
to her former home in Green this readings, Mrs. Kate Curtis, chair
week, accompanied by her son Ed man: Opening song. “A Melody In
ward who is spending his vacation My Heart; prayer by Pastor Walsh;
vocal solo. Miss Lona Post of Rock
with his mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Speed and land; reading, Mrs. Grace Walsh
daughter Marion of Lynn, Mass., ar Hughey of Rockport; solo, Mrs. Lola
rived Friday. Mrs. Speed and daugh Willis of Rockland: duet. Rev. and
ter will spend a few weeks here. Mr. Mrs. Phillip C. Hughey; organ solo.
Speed returning home the first of the Handel's "Largo,’' by John McInnis of
Rhode Island and Rockland; reading.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Maddocks mo Master Robert Brown; duet. Rev. and
tored from their home in Waterville Mrs. A. A. Walsh; song, “I Will Sing
Wednesday evening for a short visit ; of My Redeemer:" reading, Mrs.
Walsh: benediction, pastor; organ
with Mrs. C. E. Maddocks.
Mrs. Julia Speed who has been vis postlude, Ethelbert Kevin's “Rosary”
iting friends here is now with friends Mr. McInnis.
in Rockland.
Mrs. P. S. Merriam and daughters
PORT CLYDE
Virginia and Dorothea returned home
Wednesday from a visit with friends
Several from this place attended
in Orono.
the circus in Rockland Monday.
Although the attendance at the
Rev. Guy Vannah and family of
supper Wednesday evening was not I Massachusetts are spending a w’eek
as large as usual. $20 was netted, at their cottage on Spruce Point,
which helps to reduce the debt on the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sargent visited
building.
friends here over the weekend.
Mrs. Leah Davis is in Rockland
called by the illness of her daughter
KNIGHT FAMILY
Mrs. Sidney Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Marshall were
The sixteenth annual reunion of
the Knight family will be held Aug. in Rockland over the weekend.
Mrs. Alice Marshall of South Hiram
31 at Camp Nepenthe, Lake Quantibacook, Searsmont, H. R. Knight, is spending the week at her home
host, will serve coffee and fish here.
chowder. Please bring bowl, mug | There are several guests at WaI and spoon.
92-94 j wenock Hotel.

Two New Models
of the CHEVROLET

SIX

Broadening the appeal of a line

you will be impressed by their

of cars which has already won

individuality and completeness.

over 950,000 buyers since January
1st, Chevrolet presents two dis

But you cannot fully realize what

tinguished new enclosed models

an achievement they represent
until you get behind the wheel

of the Chevrolet Six—the Imperial

and drive!

Sedan and the Sport Coupe. With

qualities of six-cylinder smooth

beautiful new Bodies by Fisher

available in a- variety of striking

ness, power and acceleration
which Chevrolet alone provides

color combinations and with nu

in the price range of thefour— <com

merous advanced convenience fea
tures—these new models provide,

bined with economy of better than
twenty miles to the gallon of

in abundant measure, those ele

gasoline!

ments of distinction ordinarily

EAST UNION

WHITE HEAD

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Engel and j
Mrs. Ralph E. Burr and daughters
George Livingstone motored from
Antoinette and Kathryn, who have
Providence to this place last Friday
been spending two weeks’ vacation
and were weekend guests of Mrs.
with Mrs. J. K. Lowe at Spruce
Edith Livingstone. On their return
home they were accompanied by Miss Lodge, Raekliffe Island, returned to
Dorothy Engel who has been a visitor their home in Middletown, Conn.,
at the home of the Livingstones dur Wednesday.
ing the month of July.
A. E. Jones who has been in com
Dorothy and Shirley Morton have j mand at the C. G. Station for sev
returned from a pleasant visit with eral weeks, left for the C. G. Station
their friend, Helen Mills in Rockland. at Salisbury Beach Thursday.
The vacation Bible school closed at
Capt. ami Mrs. Everett Mills of the
this place Sunday evening with ex Boston Base, have arrived at White
ercises by the children. Stereopticon Head, he as officer in command of
pictures were shown of the Life of the U. S. C. G.
Christ w(Jh descriptive talk by Miss
Mrs. A. E. Hall and son Ronald,
Burroughs. Much interest has been Miss Maude Leighton and John Bilshown among the children during cane of Hartford, Conn., motored
these sessions which have been very here Monday and will spend two
weeks with Mr. and Mrs. II. W. An
helpful.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Payson and Mr. drews. Norton’s Island.
Mrs. Noyes Alley and son James
and Mrs. Benjamin Whitehouse were
who have been on a visit to JonesSunday callers in town.
The foundation of the new bridge port, have arrived home. Miss Wil
being built here is progressing well. liam Alley Is a guest of Mrs. Alley.
Miss Agatha Alley of the Light
Elisha Lothrop celebrated his 93d
birthday by attending the circus at who has been in Jonesport for sev
eral months, has arrived home.
Rockland last Monday.
Mr. and Mi’s. Lindsey O. Goff and
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Lothrop of
son Richard of Westbrook, who have
Hartford. Conn., are here on their
been spending two weeks vacation
annual vacation, visitors at the home with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
of Mr. Lothrop's sister. Mrs. Rebecca
Beale at the Light, have returned
Davis.
home.
.
Mrs. Dora Perry and little grand
Mrs. Adolph Stevens of Monhegan
daughter of Appleton were recent and Mrs. Callie Smith of Cushing,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jeddie Sim who have been guests of Mrs.
mons.
Stevens' mother at the Light, have
returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alley and Mr.
ORFF'S CORNER
and Mrs. Frank Alley of the Light,
Mr. ml Mrs. Veil is Weaver ami motored to Rockland in Lester Alley’s
(Vughter Frances spent Friday in new Whippet Monday.
Miss Clara Dennison of Rockland
Cumberland Mills, the guests of Mr.
has been a guest of Miss Eleanor
and Mrs. G. L. Strout.
at the Light.
Miss Loana Spearin, county club Beal
Mr. and Mrs. Niles Cameron and
agent, was a caller at Albert El three children of the U. S. C. G. who
well’s Tuesday.
have been visiting in Boothbay, have
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Orff and son returned home.
Arthur have returned to their home
Mr. and Mrs. John Kelley and
in Nashua, N. H., after a two weeks’ Leland Beal were guests of friends
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Harold In Waldoboro Saturday.
Achorn.
H. W. Andrews and daughter
Mrs. Cora Boman is visiting her Kathryn attended the circus in Rock
son and family in Jefferson.
land Monday.
Willis Ralph has returned to his
work in Lynn, Mass, after a two
Spray hoods that are guaranteed,
weeks’ vacation at his home here.
prompt service, honest price, sup
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Elwell and plied by Rockland Awning Co.. I’. O.
children of Unity were Sunday guests Box 441, Rockland.
93-94
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell.
Mr .and Mrs. Byron Ludwig of
CR1EHAVEN
Richmond were weekend guests at
Percy Ludwig’s.
The telephone poles lfhve been
Herman Claprood and Miss Helen
Davis of Waterville were calling on erected.
Mrs. Helen Jameson of Cambridge.
friends here Sunday.
Mass., was at Surfside cottage two
Harry Creamer and Clyde Borne- days putting it in readiness for a
man were in Togus Sunday.
two weeks’ stay there v^ith friends
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Walter and who will arrive Aug. 10.
daughter Ruth of Gardiner spent the
Oram Simpson of Rockland is vis
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Sanford iting his sister Mrs. Guy Simpson.
Walter.
Mr. and Mrs. Lelan Wilson and
Miss Donna de Rochemont has re children of Weston. Mass., who have
turned to her home in Rockland after been visiting relatives here motored
a ftw days visit with Miss Eleanor to Tenantfs Harbor Saturday, en
Achorn.
route for their home.
Cards have been received announc
The Sea Coast Mission boat Sun
ing the marriage of Marian Estelle beam came for Mrs. Muir and daugh
Achorn , Lawrence, Mass., to Alfred ter Dorothy and conveyed them to
Webster Etehells of North Andover. Rar Harbor to attend the annual
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and !I meeting of the directors and staff of
Mrs. Dennis Achorn formerly of this workers.
place, now of I^awrence.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter C. Mitchell are
happy over the arrival of a little
granddai(glhter,
born
NORTH WALDOBORO July 29 to Mr. andKatherine,
Mrs. Max Young
at Matinicus.
Mrs. Edith Waiter of Franklin,
Mr. and Mrs. Watson Barter and
Mass., is visiting her son, William D. Hatton Wilson made a business trip
Whiter.
to Rockland Tuesday- returning Wed
Eliza Kaler of Waldoboro is pass nesday.
ing a few days with Della BurnThe hay crop on all of the farms
heimer.
here has been harvested.
Frances Mank visited her daugh
Mrs. Colby Hupper has returned
ter, Mrs, George Benner. Wednesday. from a two weeks' visit in New
Maude Mank and Ednah Howard York as guest of Mr. and Mrs. Carwere in Whldoboro Tuesday after roll Hupper, who accompanied her
noon.
home for a week and also visited his
Rev. and Mrs. Wesley Wiggin of brother Philip Hupper and family at
Chelsea, Mass, have been guests of Hillside Farm, going thence in his
Mr. anti Mrs. W. R. Walter for a few motor boat to Port Clyde where they
days.
are now spending a few days with
Mrs. Eva Wright of Lowell, Mass., relatives.
is the guest of her sister, Della Burnheimer.
Spray hoods that are guaranteed,
Harry Ames went to Townsend, prompt service, honest price, sup
Mass., Saturday, where he has em plied by Rockland Awning Co., P. O.
Box 441, Rockland.
93-94
ployment making apple barrels.

BIRD’S ROOFS

For here are all the

Come in today. Learn for yourself

associated with more expensive

the new standards of quality and

automobiles.

PAROID

luxury that Chevrolet has made

When you examine the new Im

available in six-cylinder cars—

perial Sedan and Sport Coupe,

at prices within the reach of all!

Koofinq?

When I put Bird's Paroid Roofing on — It’s
there to stayl

The Roadster, $525; The Phaeton, $525; The Coupe,$595; The Coach,$595; The Sport Coupe, $645;
The Sedan, $675;The Impeaial Sedan, $695;The Sedan Delivery, $595;TheLightDeliveryChassis, $400;
The 1^ Ton Chassis, $ 545; The 1 y2 Ton Chassis with Cab, $650. AU prices I.o. b. factory,Flint, Mich.

I’ve seen warehouses, garages, (arm buildings,
and factories that were covered with Bird’s
Paroid over twenty years ago that are still in
perfect condition. You simply can’t wear it out,
that’s why I’m putting it on these new build
ings.

COMPARE the delivered price as well as the list price in considering automobile values.
Chevrolet’s delivered prices include only reasonable charges for delivery and financing.

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc., 689 Main St., Rockland

Bird’s Paroid Roofing is waterproof and sparkproof with a heavy, pliable, bright-gray surface
which will not crack in cold or dry out in hot
weather. It has been used and endorsed for over
a quarter of a century. Paroid is an exclusive
Bird Product.
%
Paroid Roofing Is made by Bird & Son, Inc. (Eat. 1795),
manufacturers of Neponset Twin Shingles, Bird’s Shingle
Design Roofing, Art-Craft Roll Roofing, Neponset Black
Building Paper, Bird's Insulating Blanket and Neeponset
Board. There’a a Bird product for every sort of builiIding.

3AY VIEW GARAGE, Inc., Camden, Me.

IFe are headquarter* for Bird's roofings,
building
and wall boonL
A.
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W. H. CLOVER & CO.

A SIX IN THE PRICE RANGE OF THE FOUR

CONTRACTORS
453 Main St.
Rockland

Tel. 14
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HORIZONTAL
1-To appoint
6-Separated by leads,
as type
11- Revolved
12- Once (Scot)
15- To plunge
16- Falllng behind
18-Earnest-money on
a contract
20-A unit of work
21-To take the
dimensions of
23- Preflx. Before
24- Half an em
26- Fleeced
27- 0ne of the
continents (abbr.)
28- Placed In a pose
31-To swear
33- Total
34- Compass point
35- Symbol for tantalum
6S-From
37-Rooms occupied by
monks
33-To put
41-Natlves of the
> ancient Median
Kingdom
44-Necktle

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
46- Personal pronoun
47- Plgment
50- Endlng of compara
tive adjectives
51- A varnish gum
53-Varlety of pigeon
55-Brother (abbr.)
57-A very hard mineral
59-Mopntaln In
Washington State
61- Portal
62- Habltual drunkard
63- Preflx. Against
64- Corrects
65- A glossy-surfaced
fabrlo
VERTICAL
1- Dormant
2- A mineral
3-To hint
4- Pre<ent participle
ending
B-The nostrils
6-To ascertain
7-To aay further
8- To part asunder
9-Always
10-To blot out
13-N. W. State of the
U. S.

VERTICAL (Cont) j
14-A surly fellow
>
17-Exlst
i
19-Compass point
(abbr.)
4
22-Thue
25-Provokea
1
27-Exterlor
'
<
29- Unlt of weight
.j
30- Dlstrlbutes
(I
31- Makes less hot
(
32- Steep
38-To Instruct
40- Cavalryman*s rifle
41-A variety of grapes
42- Dlvlslon of a long
poem
|
43- To trap
,.
45-European cola
I 7,
47- Trousers
)■'
48- Pronoun
49- Coroneta (poet.)
52-The first man
53- Muslcal note
54- Llght Infantry
(abbr.)
56-Network
58-Disks, as la ' '
checkers
60-Short for

“Nathaniel’

Solution to Prc\ ious Puzzle

NORTH HOPE
Rain Is needed badly—water Is
becoming scarce and many wells and
springs are low and the gardens are
drying up. But hay is going into the
barns in Tine shape this dry weather.
Mr. and Mrs. Mann of Camden were
recent visitors at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. George Hall. Other recent guests
were a nephew Leonard Hall Jr., of
< imaha, Neb., and his mother Mrrs.
Leonard Hall of Gorham.
Misses Marilla and Gladys Bennett
of Camden spent the past week with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry Joined
their son and family at Lincolnville
Sunday for a picnic lunch at the farm
where Mrs. L. H. Perry with child
ren and guests had passed a few days
picking blueberries.
The L. H.
Perrys have returned to Spruce Head
Island where Mr. Perry is employed
as sailing master for the yachts of
J. F. Porter. Other guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Brown of Eagle, Mrs.
George Dodge of Sunset, Miss Esther
Dodge of Lowell. Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
R. L. Coose of Belmont and E. Donald
Perry of Hope.
News has been received by Mrs. A.
I. Perry of the death last week of her
cousin Miss Wlnnifred Carver of
Camden. Much sympathy is expressed
for the sorrowing relatives and
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. George Taylor of
Belfast and Mr. and Mrs. Hastings of
Searsmont visited Mrs. George Hall
Sunday.
E. Donald Perry dug out and recon
structed a spring for Miss Lottie
Waterman of North Appleton last
week which had gone dry. Miss
Waterman has a large flock of chick
ens which take 30 pails of water daily.
Beware how you enter the chicken
yard of Mrs. L. W. Bennett at night,
for she has proven herself very effi
cient with a shotgun, having shot a
skunk one night recently by the wav
ering light of a lantern held by a
small son. She got the skunk—but
was minus a fine pullet.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hall and
guests Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Jackson
were at East Union Thursday on a
combined business and pleasure trip.
Willow Brook dahlia gffVdens are
beginning to show blossoms here and
there. In another week or two there
will be a fine display, especially If
some much needed rain comes. The
public is invited and will be welcome
to visit these gardens at any time

Life is only work, then more work,
and then more work.—Charles Evans
Hughes.

EDWARD K. GOULD

Attorney at Law
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Dally Service
(Including Sunday)

BOSTON
cJleamer
Freight and Passenger Sendee
Sail on the “CAMDEN" or "BEL
FAST” any night including Sunday, at
8 P. M. Standard Time for Boston.
Steamer "SOUTHPORT” leaves Rock
land 5.13 A. M. daily Including Sun
day for Brooklin and way landings.
Steamer "J. T. MORSE" sails at 5.15
A. M. daily including Sunday for Bar
Harbor and way landings.
AUTOMOBILES CARRIED
For reservations apply Wharf Office

EASTERN
iteamuhip lines
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Boats between Rockland, Vlnalhaven, North
Haven. Stonington, Swan’s Island
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
Subject To Change Without Notice

DAILY SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN LINE

Steamer leaves Vlnalhaven dally except
Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Arriv
ing at Rockland at» 8.20 A. M. and 2.20 P. M.
Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
3.30 P. M. direct for Vlnalhaven, arriving
at 10.50 A. M. and 4.50 P. M.
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE

Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
Sundays at 6.30 A. M., Stonington 7.25, North
Haven 8.20 ; due at Rockland about 9.30 A. M.
Returning, leaves Rockland at 2.30 I’. M.,
North Haven 3.30, Stonington at 4.30; due to
arrive at Swan's Island about 5.30 P. M.
B. H. STINSON
74-tf
General Agent

DR. BLAKE B. ANNI8

(Formerly Judge of Probate)
Special Attention to Probate .Matter,
and Real Estate Titles
Corner Main St. and Tillson Ave.

IStf

JicyJ

ICHIROPRACTIC

Chiropractor
111 Limarock Street
(Corner Lincoln)
Lady In att.ndanoo
Phono Ttd3
Painless 8yatam
of Adjusting

CHILDREN

Like to Take it (or
Coughs, Colds, Croup,
Colic, Cholera Morbus,
Pains in Stomach or
Bowels, Sore Throat.
Prepared by.tha Moiwat Mxdicimb Co.. Norway. Me.

YOUR MONEY REFUNDED, 4

If It falls to benefit yon when need strictly as directed on
Uie inside wrapper. Try a bottle. Sold by aUdeaieis.

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. IfcBosthX

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tol. 13$
35 Limarock St.
RooklanS

Graduate of American School od
Osteopathy

DR. F. B. ADAMS

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 thi« firm has
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 450;Night 781.1

AMBULANCE 8ERVICE

400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Office Hours: 1 to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M.
Telephone 160
Attention given to Medical and
Electrical Treatment
83-120

DR.LINWOOD T.ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician

BURPEE'S

394 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, ME.

Talophona 1296; Ratldonoo 2S8-B

Every-Other-Day
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BRING the

Comfort
Convenience
Cleanliness
Freedom

Page Five

of Electric Cookery

into YOUR home
at these

Special Low Prices During August Only
ELECTRIC COOKERY assures you of uni
CLEAN—with absolutely no trace of soot,

form results with a minimum of work.

Your

smoke or odor—cooking utensils stay clean

food is more delicious, digestible and nourish
and shiny on an electric range. Pots and pans
ing because of the even temperature possibili

never get burned nor stained.

ties of your electric oven.

A whisk of a

Simply set the tem

cloth and your range is spotless—your fuel is

perature control at the desired heat and it is

at the turn of a switch, no carrying, no bother,

automatically maintained without further at-

no dirt!

attention on your part.
Delicately golden-brown cakes of tender dellciousness made possible through the uniform temperature
of electric cooking—each! cake a duplicate of your
REST EFFORTS.
*

BECAUSE OF THE INSU

ECONOMICAL—for it prevents
food shrinkage, while retaining
the finest flavor and the whole
food value of the dish—saving
fully one-third in your meat bills.
Steaks, chops, and other meats
broiled perfectly every time—
cakes and pastry are always fluffy,
light and delicately browned.
Easily controlled—not too hot—
not too cold, it bakes thq bottom
and top all the way through for
the heat is evenly distributed
through the oven.

LATED OVEN the radiation

of heat to the outside is re
duced to the least possible
minimum. Your cooking goes

on long after you turn off the

current, making it possible to
Automatic Heat Control keeps the
oven at an unvaried and even heat,
making it always possible to main
tain the exact heat desired in the
oven, so previous cooking results can
be easily duplicated.

cook with stored heat, an
economical feature of electric

cookery.

AUGUST “SPECIAL”
Due to an extremely large purchase of these ranges we have secured quantity
production prices. Our policy is to pass this saving on to our customers. From
August 1 to 31 these electric ranges, regularly carried in our stock and selling
for considerably more, will be offered at these SPECIAL PRICES

Regularly $240

Regularly $175

Now

Either of the above

Now

ranges may be pur
chased

on

the

de

ferred payment plan,

*176

.75

if desired, with small

*137

down payment.

installed

Black enamel with white porcelain front

.50
installed

Make YOURS an ELECTRIC KITCHEN at a great saving during AUGUST ONLY. Call and see these
attractive ranges on display at our store... or if you prefer a representative will call on your solicitation

Central Maine Power Company
At any of

our t to rot
r- >
Si •.

7 HOM ASTON

Every-Other-Day
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THRIVING

ISLAND

CHURCH

in a wholesale importing and jobbing
house—clocks and bronzes.
Graduated from St. Johnsbury
Academy. Vt . 1X92. Brown Univer
sity, 1S96. Newton Theological Intitution, 1899. Ordained Skowhegan.
Maine. June. 1899.
Pastorates: Skowhegan. 1S99-1906.
Springvale, 1906-1916.
Dover-Foxoft. 1916-1927. North Haven, 1927-.
Ministry in Maine to date, thirty
years.
President Maine State Christian
Endeavor Union, 1906; president
Young People’s Baptist Convention.
1907; annual sermon Educational
Society, 1915. Waterville; annual ser
mon United Baptist Convention, 1923.
Bangor; trustee Maine Bible Society,
1916;
trustee
Nasson
Institute,
Springvale. 1912: Piscataquis County
A. It. C. chairman. 1917-1920; chair
man Thrift Campaign, four minute
speaker; associate member legal ad
visory board, etc., etc.
Frequent contributor of sermons,
verse, and religious articles to Biptist papers and other publications.

In Everybody’s Column1

SOUTH HOPE

Notice To Berry Pickers

Notices ot Appointment

Several
families attended
the
,
..
, ... .
i
Sparks Circus Monday in Rockland
Artist Pease and Mrs. Eva Taylor
of Rockland were dinner guests Sunday of Ml’, and Mrs. S. B. Lermond.
Mrs. Gertrude Monkhouse of Portjan(j jg Qt tj1<? punbar homestead for
Lost, and Found
_____________________________
"S!?*"""?*??**!*!""*** several weeks.
LOST Heavy navy bine sweater between 1
For Sale
I.
Gertrude Payson of Portland
North Main si. and t’litckawaukie Lake. July----------------------------------------------------------------is at her home here for the summer.
I Hi SAI.Y-l’oiltrv farm ami all equip-j Mr ;l„d Mis. A. L. Esanrv visited
3il. HARVEY LUXUEX, Went Kockpor!.
I

I. Charles 'L. Vcazie, Rt-dsifr ot' Probate
for the County of Knox, in tlie State of
Fowler who was ,
Prof. Henry Kn
Maine, hereby certify that in the Inflowing
estates the persons were appointed Adminis
in tow .. for the observance of tin- North Haven Baptists Prospering Under Mr. Kuse’s
trators or Executors and on the dates herein
179th birthday anniversary Qf his
after indicated:
great-great-grandfather, Gen. Henry
Pastorate—Summer Folk In Congregations
EM FI.IN E A <?USHEK late of Appleton,
Knox, when ground was broken for
deceased, July 10 1929, Kpdney I. Thompson
the Knox Memorial, called on Mr. and
cf Rockland, was appointeil Admr. and quali
Mrs. Ralph Ayers on his way to his
fied by filing bond on the same date.
For the third time a dental clinic
One of the liveliest churches in
summer In me in Blue Hill.
AURORA RANDALL late of Vinalhaven.
County is the North Haven has been conducted at the church
K
nox
deceased July 2, 1929. 1). H. Glldden of
Dr. Edwin A. Hatch of Brooklyn
,
,
....
. .
.
Baptist, the pastor of which, Rev. through the generous interest of a
Vinalha-ven
was appointed Admr. and quali
has been visiting his cousin Arthur
.
*
. . .
ment. 75 acres, lame house, barn, new 115 h,
,
M
Elmer p
j„ Xorth fied by filing bond on the 1(1.li day of July,
w Hatch
Henry Felton Huse, is a minister of Philadelphia friend. Fifty boys and
henhouse, pasture, etc. nice place, owners
1929.
IX1ST
List
Saturday
in
Rockland
package
sickness sacrifice $3290. Also many others Searsmont Wednesday,
Mrs. Nellie Sidelinger and daughter!' ”———
“
containing photopranhic negatives. If found lar’e and small, also eitv homes. J. H. | Sunday visitors at A. Y. Boggs’
XETTIR A. PPLLETT late of New York
please report to SHELDON’4? DRUG STOKE MOODY. 174 North Main Gt. Tel. PH I M
Elaine acompanied Mrs. William !
City, deceased. July 16. 1929, Frank S. l’ellett
were Mrs. H. II Plumer, son Paul and of
Rockland.
92-94
New York City was appointed Fxr. with
93*95
Morse as far as Bath where they ,
daughter Mary of Union, Mr. and out bond. E. B, MacAlllster of Rockland was
spent a few days, returning Friday, j
i FOR SAI/’ New mil li Jersey cow and calf, Mrs. Charles Plumer and son Alan of appointed Agent in (Maine.
j ERNEST L ST’?.RIH.IT. Warren. Tel. 1-13
Miss Dorothy who has been spend
ELLA HEWW late of Rockport, deceased,
Summer Cottages and Board
93-93 New York, Mis. Greenwood and Miss
ing the week at Bath the guest of her
July 16, 1929, Charles S. Gardicr of Rock
Greenwood of Marlboro, Mass.
1
FOR
SAI
One
14
ft.
hydroplane,
wind

port
was appointed Admr and qualified by
aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- ,
TO 1 'T At iMezuntlcook kike. 3 room shield, side lights and 16 h. p. Kvlnrudc motor. . Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor have
tiling bond on the same daft*.
cottage w'th screened ’torch and electric lights. $327;
liam Sidelinger, also returned home. !
one 12 ft. hydroplane with motor $27'; l had as guests at intervals during the
ELIZABETH It STARRETT late of Warren,
Apply MILDRED RYAN, at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
On Wednesday afternoon the home
one 11 ft hydroplane wllh ino'or. $325. The«e past week Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Tay- deceased. July 16. 1929. Bertha A FXjrrett of
boats make 3» to 3'. miles per hour and are ,
...
,.r w-ilfhum
Mass
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Robertson
Warren, was appointed Admx. without bond.
,
fasten,si
with
34>xl
brass
screws.
Apply
,!/'
(r
er
»
m
-'
ldsS
,'
F. K SALE- -Summer cottage of six furwas the scene of a very pretty party,
WARP M. STETSON late of Warren, de
uh-licd rooms. Hush toilet, electric lights, city IIAKUr, t'UOMDfcS. t-4 Masonic St.. Vlty. |1-- s- I’hilbrick ot Rockland. Mr. and
held in honor of the second and third
water: near electric ears, one mile from Rock j Tel. 7tSS-R.
t>:!-!'5 | Mrs. Harvey Banks and Mr. and Mrs. ceased, July 16. 1929, Abbie J. Stetson of
Warren
was appointed Admx. without bond.
land
I
’
.
<).
:
nice
view
of
harbor,
cool
refresh

birthdays of their son and daughter. 1
’
fob SAVE
34.ft. rabln rrnlsvr. mahoca-1 -Samuel Simmons ot Marlboro. .Mass.,
ing breeze from ocean. Also summer cot(MARY J. BURTON late of Union deceased,
Vial ter and Dorothy.
Ice cream, j
ny
finish.
Inside
and
out.
all
conveniences.
Mrs.
A.
M.
Simmons,
Mrs.
A.
J.
SimUze lots for salt*. G. A. TARR. Ruckiand.
July 16, 1929, Edward K. Gould of Rockland
birthday cakes and assorted cookies (
Me Tei. «il4- M or 232-W.
92-tf r Yl. YYKBSTl-.R. Stockton Springs, Ft. I'nhu. mons> gon Charles and daughter was appointed Admr. and qualified by filiug
2E
---------------------------------------------—
Loraine,
of
Winnisquam,
I.
H.
were served and the children re- ;
bond on the same date.
CAMDEN
TO LET Ik»herty cottage, furnished, at
FIR SALE- The dlrs, (.rare fit Thomas I Visitation Day at the Universalist
reived little pink and yellow baskets
PHYLldS TOLMAN MORSE late of Thom
The annual bazaar given by the Ingraham HUI for remainder of season. In housebungalow
of
.»
room#
on
Camden
bt.
„
r>
,
filled with candy as favors. Those ,
ladies of the St. Thomas Parish will quire 12 CRiOVE ST. or Hastings Pry Goods terrace, three years old, large lot of land, nice Church will be Aug. 11. ( . Guy Rob- aston. deceased, July 16. 1929, F. L. S. Morse
Store.
91-93
of
Thomaston was appointed Exr without
present were Mrs. Benjamin Smalley
garage Apply L W. BENNER. 2 Lafayette bins, D. Ifc of I^awrcnce, Mass., offlbe held at the Camden Yacht Club
TO LET Summer cottage. "Red Roof" cot Sq.. Rockland.________________________ 92-94 |dating.
Picnic dinner will be en- bond.
and son Benjamin, Mrs. O. F. Cush
Tuesday. Fancy and useful articles tage.
JOHN SI. JOHNSON late nt South Thomoverlooking Ixnmoud’s Pond and Alford's
ing, daughters Marjorie and Jean,
fur SALE
Six room bouse and shed, Hall | joyed on the lawn with coffee served aston, deceased, July 16, 1929. Edward John
will be on sale and there will be Lake: six furnished rooms; water in the
by the parish, following which will be son of East >Mtlllnocket, Maine, was ap
Mrs. James O’Neil, daughters Lois
dancing with music by IJean’s Or bouse: sereened-in porch: garage. Inquire of street. Can be paid for as rent each month.
'r "cr# the service at 2 o’clock. These visit:,- pointed Exr. without bond.
OSCAR S. DUNCAN, 136 Main St., Rockland. , TR,8?b,'i. tT ho,i’e
and Lillian. Mrs. Kentieth R as.
chestra.
at Creek, Thomaston, tan pay for as I
_
, , , .
, 4
.41
87-tf land
MAHALA L. VINAL late of Vinalhaven.
rent
tion days are looked forward to with
daughter Virginia, Mrs. Howard
The concert which was to have Tel. 477.
FOR SALE—Nice new shore cottage near
FOR SALE Upright piano. 2 phonographs. | much interest, when meeting old deceased. July 16. 1929. Louise B. Folsom
Beattie, sons Gilbert and Robert. Mrs.
been, given in Post office Square on Rockland,
and Editli Vlnal Smith both of Vinalhaven
furnished, charming view bath Easy terms. V. F. STUDLEY, Rockland.
friends and forming new acquaintPearlie Hall, daughters Phyllis and
North Haven Baptist Church
Thursday evening by the Camden ing, boating, always cool. Good neighbors.
ere appointed Executrices without bond.
92-tf
Nathalie, Barbara and Billy GilBoys’ Band, was postponed on ac Must
.11 It.'I be
UC sold
.->»»»«! <»atI once, <111,1
and will
,'HI go 411
at da bargain
1 jid III.
,
.. . ,
Iiance is so enjoyable and where everyLAURA (M. SUTTLE late of Camden, de
Invesllgat
and
make
an
niter.
It.
L.
STE-I
DIR
SALELarge
barn
of
lie
F.
B.
Hills
one
j
s
welcome.
ceased, July 16 1929, Charles S. RoblifSOD
chrest, Mrs. Loring Orff, Mrs. W. J.
property at Thomaston. Must lie moved or I
girls during May and June had their count of the thunder shower. Tt will YENS, 192 Limerock St.. Rockland.
excepti(
nal
ability.
This
church
has
of
Camden was appointed Exr. without bond.
79
tf
Robertson. Miss Rebecca Robertson, j ,
torn down at once. Appl> to H. C. MOODY. J
teeth attended tp. It necessitated six be given at a later date.
APPIE L. CARVER late of Vinalhaven, de
Mrs. C. M. Doherty and Mrs. Harold Ith* lowing organizaton:
Thomaston.
92-94
The
Cm,den
Rntarv
Clirti
enjoyed
niI!
?
AU
'c;.Y
e
7
’
"rx.-ilw
m.uleni
rattan
ceased. July 16, 1929, Leon W. Sanborn of
Staples and Fred S trips to the island by the Rockland , ,. , ...
* .i
z-.
j
* . . at Ingraham Hill. Rath lights, city water, rock
Probate Notices
Smith. Mrs. Robertson was assisted | Deacons—C.
FOR SALEr Two old fashioned screens I
inqu|re
cROCKSTTS baby
inalhaven was appointed Exr. without bond.
dentist.
What this means to the ladies night at the Camden Yacht
specially adapted to use in rooms will antique I
by Mrs. Orff and Mrs. Smith. Little i Carver.
Clu-o
Thursday
evening.
Music
was
SHOP.
73-tf
OCTAVIA H. BARTLETT late of Rockland,
Beverage. health of North Haven youth only
Deaconesses—Mrs. Alb
furnishings. TEL. 1029,______________ 92*94
STATE OF MAINE
Walter and Dorothy were remem
deceased,
June 18, 1929, Elbridge J. Parker
furnished
tor
the
dance
by
Dean's
FOR SALE—Shore property at Cooper’s
the years ahead can tell in lengthened
Mrs. Lester Greenlaw.
FOR SALE?—Currants for jelly making or J To all persons Interested in either of the of Jamaica Plain. Mass, was appointed Exr.
bered with many lovely gifts.
Orchestra.
Reach.
CORA
E.
PERRY,
69
Beech
St..
Rock

life and relief from suffering.
preserving. Will deliver anywhere in the J estates hereinafter named
Secretary—Miss Jennie Beverage.
ithout
bond.
Frank B. Miller of Rockland,
74-tf itv. SIDNEY E. AMES. Tel. 176-M. 92-94
Rev. Mr. Short and family of Milli
' “The Oldest New Testament Mes land.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, in
as appointed Agent in Maine.
Financial Secretary—Frank Bever
The pastor has been away but one
’10 LET—Two cottages at Crawford Pond,
nocket, called upon Miss Harriet LeviJ
....
.-.-I..
I
»»»<!
f«r
the
County
of
Knox,
on
the
16th
day
sage
’
4
will
be
the
subject
of
Rev.
FOR SALE- Nine room Mned todnlali? land R Jul,' '"."'V ’“r ,,f ou.r 1',,’rd
GEORGE A. BURGIN late of Rockland, de
age.
Sunday since coming to the island.
good bathing, boating, fishing, etc. Write for
ensaler and other friends in town
ceased, July 19. 1929, Clarence C. Burgin of
of land, also an Island joined w Uia>» iauu ■ ,
,
, .
> .
.
,
, .
,
Treasurer—C. S. Staples.
Acknowledgment is made of the Ernest M. Holman’s address at the particulars. WILLIAM 8AXSOM, Rockland.
by small brldee. K„r further Information "lne hl,'"lr^,
nine and by art
Rockland, was appointed Admr. and qualified
this week. They are spending the
Baptist
Church
ISunday
morning.
69-tf inquire at 16 HINCKLEY ST.. Bath, Me.
journment from day to day from the 16th by filing bond on tlie same date.
Church School—Alton Calderwood, good success of Pastor Perry’s labors
summer at Kennebunk.
North Haven, and .he pieasure it<^’
Tafbot will be the solo92e94 I <Ia-v
following matters hav
superintendent; Mrs. Floyd Duncan,
TO LET—Cottage at Crescent Beach, run
LINCOLN H YOUNC late of Rockport, de
ing been presented for the action thereupon
. .. .
ist.
evenimr
subieet
will h«
The
evening
subject
be
ning water, flush toilet, heater. Apply
has been to build upon them.
ceased, July 16, 1929, Harry W. Young of
FOR SAIjE The Clarence F. Benner place, I hereinafter indicated it is hereby Ordered:
PERRY
S
MARKET.
79-tf
“
Facing
Eternity.
”
>
Miss’Edna Hilt who has charge of
Southboro. Mass., was appointed Adminis
better
known
as
the
Edward
O
’
Brien
place.
|
That
notice
thereof
be
given
to
all
per
What the new church building
Mrs. Mabel Minard of East Orange,
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES Thomaston, Main St., Route 1. It has 13- I sons interested, by causing a copy of this trator and qualified by filing bond on July 23,
the “grabs” for the Baptist fair on
means t„ North Haven, and the happy x j who ,s vlsltlng hcr sister, Mrs. and estates; up-to-date property, In the gar room house, all furnished, used for tourist I order to be published three weeks successive- 1!»29. Frank H. Ingraham of Rockland was
the Mall next Wednesday requests a
co-operation between Ihe .sland resl- (.eoi.ge 1>regt.ott wi„
spot of Maine—Penobscot Rav. Writ* rentals: big garage and two acres of land. I iy jn The Courier Gazette, a newspaper pub- appointed Agent in Maine.
the soloist den
generous contribution of parcels
us what y6u want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Rel providlng Ideal spot for tourist camps. It ihhed at Rockland In said County that they
dents and summer triends is indicat
FRED H. CAIjDERWOOP late of Vinal
•at
the
Monument
Square
Methodist
79-tf will he sold complete with furniture. L. W. m«y appear at a Probate Court to be held haven. deceased, July 16, 1929, Julia C. John
valued at 5 and 10 cents.
ed by the foregoing record. At the Church Sunday morning. The pas fast. Me.
91-96 at sapi Rockland, on the 20th day of August son of Vinalhaven was appointed Admx. and
BENNER. 2 Lafayette Sq,, Rockland.
Mrs. Bertha Eldridge and children
last Easter service in the old church tor, Rev. F. Ernest Smith, will speak
FOR SALE At 43 Rlen St.. 5 acres land. A
»< nine o’clock in the forenoon qualified by filing bond on July 23, 1929.
were guests of Miss Harriet Burgess
there were present but 13 people.
6
room
house,
and
garage
adjoining,
electric
I antl 5e heard thereon if they see cause,
JOSEPH SAILER late of Philadelphia,
on
the
subject
“
The
Currency
and
Wanted
Friday. They motored over from
• « • *
lights, city water. 3 mins, front car line. IDA
EVELYN M. BLOOD late of Vinalhaven. Penn., deceased. July 16, 1929. Mary Lowber
the Kingdom.”
Waldoboro. Mr. Eldridge will join
Sailer, Joseph Sailer. Jr., and Alice Welsh
BURNS, Glencove. Tel. 616-W.
91-93 J deceased. Will and .Petition for Probate there
During the year the church received
(Mr. ar.d Mrs. David Lowe have re
WANTED- 4'hamber-m lid : elderlv woman
liis family in Waldoboro before they
FOR SALE -Green peas, beans, potatoes of asking that Letters Testamentary he issued Sailer all of Philadelphia. Pa., were ap
$1,000. a bequest from the late Mrs. turned from a visit at North Haven. preferred. BRUNSWICK AITS.. 204 Main greens,
return to Orleans. Mass.
beets and other vegetables. H. E. to Sara B. Pattershall of Vinalhaven. she pointed Exrs. without bond. Z. M. Dwinal
St.
93-9'
Sarah
Cushing,
an
esteemed
and
be

The
(barn
of
(Sidney
Crabtree
at
BOWDEN. Lake Ave Tel. 1183-R.
91-93 being the Executrix named in said will with of Camden, was appointed Agent in Maine.
Miss Madeline McLoud whose home
- Roomers and boarders at 1
out bond.
JAMB R THOMAS late or Ui au Haul,
loved member of the church.
South Hope was struck by lightning v WANTED
is in Saint Margarets, London, but
DIR SALE—d’alr black work horses, weight
\
n
R
ST
92*94
AUFXANPFIt H. BLOOD late of Vinalhaven deceased, July 16, 1929, Percy T. Clarke of
As President of the North Haven Thursday night and destroyed; also
2900. witli harness, blankets, etc. Price rea
who has a position with a business
Stoningt.ni,
was appointed Admr. and quali
deceased, Will and Petition for Probate there
WANTED—At once bousekeeiw.
Write sonable. W. R. FOSTER. 16 State St.. City.
Improvement Society the pastor lias nine head of stock and two horses.
fied by filing bond on July 39, 1929.
firm in Montreal, motored over from
P. 0 BOX 243. Thomaston. Me
91*93
91*93 of asking that Letters Testamentary he issued
been
active
in
many
ways.
Help
was
summoned
from
Camden
to Sara B. Pattershall of Vinalhaven, site
ELMER K. THOMAS late of Isle au Haut.
Camden Friday to visit the former
WANTED Experienced braided rug maker
FOR SALE—Auxiliary sloop 26 ft., 3 It. p. being the Executrix named in said will with deceased, July 16, 1929. Percy T. Clarke of
And here is a thumbnail sketch of and the Atlantic Engine Company Home
work.
Pept 7. OLD SPARHAMTx Hubbard motor both or separate. Inquire I out bond
home of her mother, Mrs. Emma
Stonington,
was appointed Admr. d. b. n. and
Pastor
Huse:
made the run of seven miles in fast MTLIjS, South Portland. Me.
91*96 28 WINTER ST
McLoud (Emma Tucker), on Beech91*93
ESTATE OF LA.WRBY1NOTOX MARSHALL qualified by filing bond, July 30, 1929.
Born. Jamaica Plain. Boston. After ! ^ime w|th the new American LaFrance
WANTED- -friendship sloop about 35 ft
Attest
:
woods street and later took the after
FOR SALE- Farm horse, weight 1600.1 late of Rockland, deceased, iPetition for Ad
attending Boston grammar schools . truck. The house was saved,
long, must have sound hull, good sails and grocery wagon, almost new. single jigger and I ministration asking that Percy k Hupper
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
noon train for Portland. Miss Mc
and English High School was en- . Camden and Rockland baseball engine. Wanted to use at once. G. O. CAR sled. W. A. PAUL, Rockport. Tel. 204-6.
I of Stockton Springs, or* some other suitable
Loud will leave for Montreal Satur
gaged in business for a period of five | teams wlil cross bats here this aft- PENTER. JR.. North Haven. Tel. 17. 91-93
91*96 I person be appointed Admr. with bond.
STATE OF MAINE
day. She was accompanied from
WA.\TM»-—Ford runabouts and trucks.
years, as entry clerk and bookkeeper crn,,oiJ> at 3 o’clock.
August 1. 1929
FOR SALE Buffet, six dining room chairs I
ESTATE OF •CORA E. STUDLEY late of Knox, SS.
Camden by her aunts Mrs. Stonie W.
State condition and price wanted. B. L. and library table. TEL. 24-M.
Taken on execution wherein General Sup
91*931 Warren, deceased. Petition for Administra
STEVENS, South Cushing, Me.
9L93
Jameson of Boston and Mrs. William
ply
Co.,
a
corporation
established
under tlie
tion asking that Wendell A. Studley of War
FOR SALE New milch cow four years old, | ren or some other suitable person be appoint
laws of the State of Maine with a place of
McAuley and cousin Miss Margaret
very clever. C. F. INGRAHAM, Rockport.
business at Lewiston, Couuty of Androscog
MeAuley of Camdbn.
91*931 ed Admr. without bond.
ESTATE FRANK TH4HE PEARSONS of gin. is plaintiff, and Harry Carr of Rockland,
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Keene of Hyde
To Let
FOR SALE- Farms, large and small, good St. George, Resignation of Guardian filed by in said County of Knox, is defendant, and
will be sold by public auction on the twentyRev. Henry F. Huse
locations: some nice bargains: shore prop Harry 8. Pearsons, Guardian,
Park have opened their house on Main
first day of September, A. D. 1929, at two
TO LET- Two or three rooms, furnished, erty. Investigate M. R. MILLER, East Union.
street for the summer. Mrs. Wes
ESTATE OF LET1TIA A MONTGOMERY o’clock in the afternoon, at the office of the
T.
I
Is.
;2.
'.'I*?':
for light housekeeping, modern improve
son Hawes and children of Orange.
late of Wanvn. dv ea-vd. Petition for Distri sheriff. County Building at said Rockland,
ments. 192 LIMEROCK ST.. Rockland
FOR SALE—One pair Van Osdel electric bution filed by Harold A. Boggs. Exr., asking all the right In equity which the said Harry
IN. J., will be with them for several secretary and treasurer; the Pastor.
93*
hair clippers, complete. $'.4 : one silver cor that the balance remaining in bis hands may
had on the fifth day of January, A. D.
Deacon C. ». Staples. Mrs. Lester
weeks.
net with i-asp. $27; one < onn clarinet with be Ordered to be distributed according to law Carr
I
’
D
LET
Eight
room
apartment
with
mo<l1929, at eleveP-thlrty o'clock In the forenoon,
Miss Daisy Dixon of Montville spent Greenlaw. Mrs. Albert Beverage. Mrs. |
ern Improvements, also double garage. In- case. $29. PARK STREET BARBER SHOP.! or under Ute will and thc share of each deter
when the same was attached on the original
91-96 1 mined,
■Piire 61 Vj PARK ST. fel. 9pi.
93-tf 9 Park St.
Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Charles Bray. Miss Jennie Beverage.
writ to redeem the following described mort
Miss Mabel l'.ray. Miss Albra Stone'
FOR SALE- Row-boats, power-boats, sailESTATE OF WARREN E. BORNBMAN gaged real estate, situated in said Rockland
Hathorn. Dunn street.
TO LET One room with kitchenette, toilet, boats
house-boats, fishing and pleasure boats, I jate of Warren, deceased Petition for Allow
in said County of Knox, to wit :
and
Mrs.
Charles
L.
Knight,
teachers.
lights
and
heat,
$6
week,
gas
range
and
good
Lenwood Davis of Monhegan was
Beginning at the north easterly corner of
furniture, over my office 69 Park St. V. F. bought and sold. New and second band out- anre filed by Nellie O. C. Borneman, Widow
Ladies' Guild—Prcsidi nt. Miss Jen
in town Friday.
the house lot formerly owned and occupied
board motors for sale. L. A. THURSTON. I and Admx.
RTUDLEY.
92-tf
nie
Beverage;
secretary.
Mrs.
Charles
I
by
Charles Clark at stake and stones on
Ernest Rawley of Tenant’s Harbor
Tvl lr,!l-_____________________________ ESTATE OF ELLA IIEYY ES laic of Rockport,
To LET—Two-room apartment, modern
L. Knight; treasurer, Mrs. Leon
FOB SALE—Farm wagon, dump cart, hay I deceased, Petition for Allowance filed by Main Street; thence N. 82 deg. W. by said
was in town yesterday.
conveniences: also rooms by day or week,
Clark lot 79 feet to stake and stones: thence
St( ne.
• » • *
Apply 2 WILLOW ST.
92*94 rake. Buckeye nutwing machine, plow and I George R. Hewes, Widower, Charles R. Gard
north westerly parallel with said Street 40
drag. MRS J. M. HARTFORD, Rockport. Me . | ner Admr
Young People's Society—President.
feet to stake and stones at land formerly of
The committee in charge of the Alton Calderwood: secretary. Albra
TO LET Four-room house on Lawrence Box 111. Highland Sq.
88*93
ESTATE OF MARY J. BURTON late of Union George Lindsey: thence S. 82 deg. E. 70 feet,
street, flush closet and lights: also 6 room
children’s booth at the Library fair
FOR SALE—Six room house recently re deceased, Petition for License to Sell Real to said Main Street ; thence south westerly
treasurer. Carl Thurston.
i Su>nc
house on Crescent street with flush closet and
Estate filed by Edward K. Gould, Admr. ask
met at the home of the chairman, |
Scouts—Charles L. Knight, i
lights. Inquire II. A. PENTON, 18 Mechanic paired. nearly acre of land, good location, best ing that he may he licensed to sell at private by said street to the first bound, containing
Mrs. Anna Brasier, last Wednesday * scoutmaster. Alton Calderwood, as- <
St.
92-94 of neighbors, price $2,100: it won’t last long sale certain real estate belonging to said 2800 square feet.
at that price. New 7-room house, all modem
Also another certain lot or parcel of land
evening and considerable work was sistant scoutmaster.
TO LET S . in Bicknell Block, formerly conveniences, price $3,900. L. A. THURSTON. estate situated in Union and described in said bounded and described as follows, to wit:—
occupied
In
Ned!.
Art
Shop.
Apply
to
MRS
accomplished. There will be a gener
Petition.
Tel. 1159.
87-tf |
Beginning at the north west corner of the
Young
Ladies’ Choir—Director.'
B R. H.M1T1I. Tel. 2C4
91-tf
ous supply of rompers, dresses, Mrs. H. F. Huse: organist. Mrs. Les- |
H4TATE OF LLEWELLYN THi'RSTON of house lot formerly of the said Charles Clark ;
FOR SALE--House lots on North Main St.
Washington. Petition for License to Sell Real and by said '(’lark land N. 83 deg. 45 ndn.
TO
LET
Three
completely
furnished
room:
going
fast
at
$275
each
:
5
lots
on
Maverick
aprons, sweaters, etc., for children.
ter St mt : members—Albra Stone
for light housekeeping, water, lights, etc. St. ; 2 lots on Old County Rd. : 2 lots on Pine I Estate filed by William O. Luce of Washing W. 40 feet to stake and stones; thence N. 6
Mrs. Leila Smalley motored to Jef Mabel Bray. Louise Bray. Florence
Apply at 16 WILLOW ST.
1*»3 St. : 1 lot on Brewster St. All of these lots are j ton, Guardian, asking that he may be licensed deg. 10 rain. >E. 40 feet to stake and stones;
thence S. 83 deg. 45 min. E. to thc north west
ferson Thursday and returned ac Smith. Phyllis Duncan. Bessie Woodto sell at private sale certain real estate be
TO LET Four room furnished nuirtment priced low for quick sale. L. A. THURSTON. longing to said ward situated in Union and
orner of the above described lot; thence 8.
companied by her grandmother, Mrs. worth. Mrs. Neil Burgess, Alma
at ’♦:« Main Kt. NELSON B. COBB, at Fuller Tel. 1159,_____________________________ 87-tf described in said Petition.
i deg. 10 min. W. by said lot 40 feet to the
J. WY'bster Winehenbach, and Mrs. Knight. Alice Nutt. Ivaloo Brown.
Cobb-Davis.
90-tf
FOR SALE-- Farms little and big in all parts
place
of beginning.
ESTATE OF FRANCIS M. SNOW of Rock
L .M. Hutchins and Mr. and Mrs. Mercedes Calderwood, Trevor How
Being the same premises conveyed to
TO LET Tenement of five rooms and bath, of Knox County. If you want to buy or sell land, Petition for License to Lease Real Es
just
give
me
a
ring.
L.
A.
THUWSTON,
BoekOrissa
M. Havener and Vlnnie Ream Tib
W. O. Pitcher of Waldoboro. It was ard. Juliet Burgess.
modern improvements. Inquire 340 MAIN ST,
87-tf | tate, filed by Rockland National Bank of betts to Albert R. Havener by their warranty
90-tf lando. Tel. 1159.
Mrs. Winchenbach’s 93d birthday
Rockland, Conservator, asking that It may deed, elated April 1. 1922. and recorded In
Chureh Orchestra—Pianists. Mrs.
FOR SALE—Farm at South Hope, 335 acres, be licensed to lease said real estate together
TO LET Five unfurnished rooms witli bath
and was made a marked day by her Lester Stone. Mrs. Arthur W. Bever
191, Tage 508, Knox Registry of Deeds.
___ _
in said lease an option Book
and heater at $21 per month : also three well nice buildings, large orchard est. Over 7,000 with right to „grant
Also see deed of Albert R. Havener to
son, E. K. Winehenbach and grand age: eornetists, Foy Brown. Princi
ords
standing wood. Would consider leasing I to sell said real estate at any time within the
furnished modern rooms witli toilet at $30
Harry
Carr dated July 30, 1926, and recorded
to
responsible
parties.
Further
particulars
I
|
ease
period.
daughter Mrs. Smalley. The guests pal Danforth: clarinet, Floyd Dun
month. TEL. 578-W.
90-tf
Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 210, Page
R. P. OONAJIT, 2(12 Camden St. Tel. ®7-M.
ESTATE OT AHA BVBO.N BA1HTON TRIE In
returning home in* the evening in can: tuba. Chester Dyer; aito, Foster
482.
TO LET Five room. fiat, a'.i modem im
"
MAINE late of Rockport, deceased, Petition to
Mrs. Smalley’s automobile at Orff's Snow: violinist, Klston Cooper; flute.
Said real estate is subject to two certain
provements, good location. TEL. 24-M. 89-tf
FOR SALE—A 26-ft. motor boat equipped I Determine Inheritance Tax filed by Rhode mortgages given by the said Harry Carr: one
Corner encountered a severe hail II. F. Huse; drums, Kendall Stone.
TO laET Furnished room. MRS. CLARA with 5 h. p. Hubbard engine. A good pleas-1 Island Hospital Trust Company of Providence, in favor of the Rockland Savings Bank, on
The list of church activities, noted
storm.
GRANT, 181 South Main St. Tel. 526-M.
ure or fishing boat. Address E. V. SHEA, I R.
Exr,
which there Is due approximately the sum of
88-93 South Thomaston. Tel. 853-11 Rockland _ I ESTATE OF GEORGE A. LAWRY late of twelve thousand dollars ($12,009) ; and one
Mrs. Kenneth Mitchell is at a hos in tlie recently issued calendar in
in favor of Fred A. Thorndike of said Rock
8a
~
tf
Rockland,
deceased,
(Petition
to
Determine
Iir
TO LET Three ami five furnished rooms for
clude the following:
pital for treatment.
light housekeeping, all modern improve
FOR KAI.E Two house lots 90 ft. frontaec herilince Tax Alert by Rockland National land. on which there is due approximately
Our Chureh School under the lead
Miss Clara Spear entertained a
the sum of twenty-three thousand dollars
ments. Inquire 12 ELM ST.
86-tf on North Main St., J275 each. L. A. THVRS- I Bank. Exr.
supper party at “Spearmint on the ership of Alton Calderwood has had
TON. Tel. 1159.______________________ M-tf
ESTATE OF CHAHBns W HALSTEAD ($23,909) : both of said mortgages being re
TO
LET
Modern
tenement
in
Rankin
block
an
average
attendance
of
71.
Our
corded in the Knox Gounty Registry of Deeds.
Georges,” Thursday evening.
Inquire ALICE MARRIN ER, business office of
FOR SALE—'Friendship Auxiliary Sloop l»»' "f Rockland, deceased, first and Anal
Dated at Rockland, the first day of August,
Six members of the W.C.T.U. at Yi ung people have held meetings
telephone company.
79-tf 5.1x11x5 ft. Good sails, two years old and account Aled for allowance by Leon A. ( base A. D. ITO.
every
Sunday
night
with
an
attend

tended their picnic Friday afternoon
FRANK F. HARDING
TO LET—Tenement, five rooms: electric (rood running rigging. Fully found and sea- Admr.
E
now
offer
with
Dunlop
Tires,
the
most
dar

ance of about twenty. The first Sun
Sheriff
at Mill River.
lights, gas. flush toilet. Apply P. SHAFTER. worthy. Store. Copper water tank. Ice box ; I rHTATB OF EDWARD II. CI.ARRV late of 9344-99
ing guarantee the tire industry has ever known.
It. p Knox engine. Newly hullt and en-1 Vnlon, deceased Arst and Anal account .Aled
day night of each month they have
15 Rockland St.
79-tf
larged cabin containing four berths. Nearly I for allowance by Alice (Tarry Walker, Exx.
conducted
a
public
meeting.
TO LET At 15 Summer St 4 room heated
If a Dunlop is injured by any of the twelve common
Miss Arlene Newbert is having a
r""m’
,R,inXEY.
ESTATE OF ETDELI’Hl'S NBWBBRT late
flat, gas, electricity, bath. After July 1st 3 0’.,.?^’ <,lenmere
Tel.Tenant s Harbor I
Cushing, deceased. Arst and Anal account
cottage built at Caddy's Cove, Wiley’s
causes of tire trouble listed below, the Dunlop Surety
room furnished flat, gas, electricity, bath,
The oung Ladies Choir ha3 met
'
'•*_____________
_____________
**•'(
I
Aled
for allowance by Frank R. Miller. Adinr.
heat.
On
(
amden
St.
after
July
1st,
to
adult
Bond covers you against any loss. Even if it is injur
Corner.
every Saturday afternoon at the parREPAIRED AND RELAID
FOR SALE—18 ft. power boat with KenneESTATE OF CYRUS L. C.AHAN late of
family 10 room house, furnace, hath, elec
The Beta Alpha are reminded to
frchearsals an(, lhcir selec.
ed as a result of abuse or carelessness, the guarantee
tier
engine.
In
nice
condlllon.
For
quick
sale.
Rockland,
deceased. Arst and Anal account
tricity. Apply MRS. FROST. Tel. 318-R.
Inside and out, digging included,
furnish candy for their table at the tiong
Snn(];iy ln, rnin;? have
x
76-tf price »50. WALTER POWERS, shoe shop. Med for allowance by Albert 11 Newbert,
still holds good!
also pipes wired out.
Thomaston.___________________________ 8««95 Admr.
farPwm
t
ill greatly enriched the morning worship, '
TO LET Five room apartment, modern, on
How can we possibly do it? To understand, yon
Mrs. Hillard Welt had a serious ill an l
int(.n>st t„ lhe servic(,
FOR SALE-To settle estate, the Hall propESTATE OF GEORGE A. LAWRY late of
Talbot Ave., first class. Apply 81 SUMMER
Sewers dug on new and old build
ST. Tel. 551-W.
70-tf erty, Middle Street Hill, eleren room bouse. Rockland, deceased. Arst and Anal account
must read the Dunlop Surety Bond—a simple,
turn Friday morning, at her home.
Sunday nigllts thc church orcher- |
ings and cleared when plugged.
new furnace, two toilets, two Hreplaces. set I Aled for allowance by The Rockland National
Services at the -Baptist Churet
jjas been an important factor in
TO LET—Apartment in The Bicknell, Mam tubs, two lots, fruit trees, etc. W. D. HALL Bank. Admr.
straightforward guarantee that means exactly what
Cesspools dug and rocked up
St. Apply MRS. B. B. SMITH, 16 Lincoln Si Castine, Maine.
Sunday: Church school. 9.45; at 11 creat|n„ a cheerful and attracts
81-tf |
estatf, OF JULIA >E. GILES late of Vlnal
it says. It is backed nobonly by Dunlop, but ty The
Tel. 264.
79-tf
Prompt Service
o clock, worship, topic, Will at ChrLt gunday night service. Their loyalty
FOR SALK-Hard wood, fitted, $14; long, ] haven, deceased, first and final account filed
American Surety Company of New York, as welL
To LET—New store 22^x69 ft., $40 per $19; junks, $12; slabs fitted. $8; also lumber for allowance by Harris Pollse, Admr.
Saw;' 7 p. m., topic. “Can An Axelj,as |)een greatly appreciated by onmonth, with or,without lease. V. F. STUDLEY, delivered. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21.
If
a
Dunlop
Tire
doesn
’
t
make
good,
we
will!
ESTATE
OF
FRANK
THiHE
PEARSONS
Float?”
and au At the High School gradua$9 Park St.
79-tf P. O. Thomaston.
66-tf | nf g( (ieorge. first and final account filed for
Thomaston friends of Prof. Edward fjon
orchestra furnished the
Read below, what the Dunlop Surety Bond Guaran
TO LET—Two room apartment, kitchenette
allowance by Harry S. Pearsons, Guardian,
FOR .SALK—First quality fitted wood. $14
Tel. 534-J. 505 Old County Road
Robinson of the University of Vet for the occasion.
and
bath.
Apply
CUTLER-COOK
CO..
R^-kfurnace
junks,
$12.
delivered
anywhere
In
tee covers you against. Then come in and let us give
PSTATB OF ALW’E P STARR ETT late
ROCKLAND, ME.
60St£
land.
79-tf Rockland or Rockport. RALPH P. CONANT, I Rockland, deceased, first account filed for
mont, are lamenting his tragic death
The Boy Scouts have met from time
you more details. It’s something you certainly should
which followed at Dr. Hodgkins hos- jf) (jniP jn the Church study.. Under
Rockland. Tri. 67-M,__________________ 79-tf allowance including private claim of executor
know
about,
even
if
you
don
’
t
need
new
tires
just
FOR
SALE- New
Brunswick
Cabinet
Fdw.ird K. Gould, Exr.
pital a few hours after being struck tj)e leadership of Scoutmaster Knight
Miscellaneous
Phonograph. Late model, with 25 records. A I ESTATE OF LIZZIE E. WILLIAMSON late
now.
by an automobile in front of his home there lias been furnished the Scouts
bargain at less than half price. Phone 960-W. of Rockland, deceased, first and final ac
Friday forenoon. As was their usual a wholesome an 1 instructive program,
SPRAY HOODS. ImjI us make your spray 39 CRESCENT ST. between 5 and 7 p. m.
count filed for allowance by Charles H. Leacli
The DUNIOP SURETY BOND GUARANTEE
custom he with Mrs. Robinson, were
Month by month the Ladies’ Guild
hoods. Workmanship and duck guaranteed,
72*tf Adi
price honest, servieo prompt.
We supply
spending the summer in tlie family has assembled in the Guild rot m of
covers you for a yeor agahut...
FOR
SALE
—
Fine
roomy
house,
sheJ
and
ESTATE OF IiETITIA A. MWINTGOMERY
We Have a Brand New
grommetts and ail materials. Use our water- barn connected, centrally located on State late
of Warren, deceased, first and final ac
homestead on Main street.
Prof, the church for their work in connccprofing preparation, .snaps, screw eyes. etc. road, four miles from Rockland. Hard wood count filed for allowance by Harold A. Boggs,
Rohinson was held in high esteem tion with the annual chureh fair. A
Mailed
anywhere.
ROCKLAND
AWNING
Accidents
Rim smashes
floors, electric lights, carpets, shades, storm- Exr.
CO. Tel. 1262-W. P. O. Box 411, Rockland.
here, and always found life in Thom- fine fellowship has been enjoyed, and
ESTATE OF EARL WILLIAM BRENNAN of
93-109 windows and screens. Fruit trees and farming
aston pleasant.
their labors in this and other direcCollisions Side-wall injuries
Which we took off the Show Room
land If desired. Can be bought at a bargain st. George, first and final account filed for al
TRUCK (’OVERS made and repaired, water for cash, or on easy terms. If preferred. In- lowance by Mary I’. Kelly, Guardian
Mrs. Marcia Ilavden Clark of Gar- tlons has meant much to the Church,
Floor of a Dealer and will sell at
Blow-oats Tube pinching
proof.
prompt
service,
honest
price.
ROCK

quire
of
(JEO.
GREEN,
South
Thomaston.
J
ESTATE
OF
HIRAM
A.
(
’
OMSTOtK
late
of
land is visiting for two weeks her »l«No church has ever been more
LAND AWNING CO. P. O. Box 441, Rock
Misalignment
Valve
tearing
Thomaston,
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
ter-iq-law. Mrv <>«car Blunt.
thoughtful in remembering the sor«
land. Tel. 1262-W.
93-1M
FOR SALE—Four foot mill slabs, $6.50; I Probate of Will and for Administration with
Prof. Alfred W. New’combe will rowing and sick with flowers than
(tone bruises Faulty toe-in
SPIRITUAL MEDI1 M. readings by appoint stove length, $8 per cord; also building lura- the Will annexed asking that said will
preach at the Congregational Church the North Haven Church. Again and
ment. Phone 395-W, or call at 24 CRESCENT ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
may be allowed and that. Administration
Road cuts Under-inflatioa
ST.
' ■* I
79-tf I with the Will annexed be granted to Ada B.
Sunday morning at 10.30 o’clock, sub- i again those not only ill upon the
SMITH & ROGERS
Comstock
of Thomaston
or some other suitabb
«ect, “What Time Is It?”
[island but those in Knox Hospital
MOTOR TRANt*l*ORTATION, loads wanted
FOR SALE—Good shore lot, 135x200 ft.,,
... .
.
,
. ...
N
A
FOGG
P
erson
w,,
*'
bond,
also
requesting
that
the
MOTOR
SALES CO.
to
Portland,
dally
trips:
trucking
of
all
kinds
with
artesian
well,
at
Ash
Point.
The Indies of the Baptist Circle and have received flowers and with them
Vo-tf
determine whether omission of children
local and long distance furniture moving. Rockland, Me.
ssurance of sympathy and
BELFAST
TEL. 86
Beta Alpha are busy perfecting I the assurance
The American Surety Com
or Issue of deceased child, from will was in
Price right. K. W. JEWELL, Rockland. Tel.
FOR BALE—Second hand Rco parts and one tentlonal or not occasioned by mistake.
92-93
plans for their annual fair on the, P, :D’er This service has brightened j
256-4.
92*97 stake
pany of New York, a $30,body, also 15 ft. double ender, copper
many hearts in grief and pain.
ESTATE (IF JOHN M. SPEAR late nf WarMall, Aug. 7. The committees
WE ARE PREPARED to make your wool fastened. E. W. FARMER 41 Lime Kt.. ren.
deceased, IPetition for Administration
Our church for the second time has I
000,000 corporation, stands
Into yarn. Write for particulars. Also yarn j Rockland,
81-tf with thc Will annexed asking that Adminis
working hard to make it a success.
for sale. H. A. BARTLETT, Harmony ,Me.
Tlie fair begins at 10 o’clock continu been upon the honor roll for meet- |
back of the Surety Bond that
tration with the Will annexed be granted to
85-96
ing its apportionment to Christian j
Alice S. Spear of Warren or some other suit
ing all day.
goes with every DunlopTire.
Missions.
able person with bond, also requesting that
DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer I
the Judge determine whether omission of chil
will be at my Rockland office Fridays and
Until motion pictures were estab- j
dren from the will was intentional or not oc
Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DR. J. H.
Don’t forget the big sale at A. & P. lished upon the island still pictures
casioned by mistake.
DAMON, dentist. Rockland.
79-tf
store, Thomaston, week of August were shown in Library Hall. Antony ,
ESTATE OF THERESA B CLOUGH late
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
5th. Open evenings during sale.— those sh, wn were Channing Pollock’s ■
Farms, City Homes,
of Rockport, deceased, Petition to Deter
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall orders
adV.
“Fool." “Abie’s Irish Rose.” and “The j
mine Inheritance Tax filed by Therese C.
solicited. HELEN (’. RHODES.
79 tf
Smith, Exx.
Man Without a Country.” Mission :
GENERAL TRUCKING. E. AV. FARMER, 41
Cottages, House
Witness. (MEIaZER T. CRAWFORD. Esquire,
Get the Peoples Laundry, Lime pictures have been shown at tlie
Lime St.. Rockland. Tel. 1060-M.
73-tf
i
Judge of Probate Court for Knox County,
rock street. Tel. 170, to help you with church once or twice. Still pictures !
WAX YOUR FLOORS with our Johnson
' Rockland, Maine.
and
Cottage
Lots
housecleaning.
They wash quilts, cannot compete with movies. The
electric floor waxer, $1.00 per day. Tel. 791.
Attest :
689 Main St.
CRIE HARDWARE CO., 408 Main St., Rock
blankets, curtains, etc.
41-tf
93-8-99
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
church should have a Holmes or
Tel. 837-M
land.
79-lf
other efficient machine for both still
Rockland,
Me.
EARLE
LUDW1CK
FDR
SALE
—30 ft. cabin cruiser, perfect
LET
E.
A.
KNOWLTON
file
your
saws
and
One of the drawbacks of tlie times and motion exhibits.
condition, fully equipped, 12 h. p. Hubbard
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK St.
Soeial gatherings have been held
1$ that ecclesiastical trumpets instead
38 CHESTNUT ST. ROCKLAND
engine. Ideal family craft, copper riveted. S.
Tel. 1010.
79-tf
sounding the general alarm are occasionally al tlie church. Thc ediM DUNCAN. 692 Main St., Rockland.
79 tf
ROCK AND (’EMENT WORK, cellar walls
Taltphonp 723helnt; commandeered ta -oun.l party Bee hoYvever doc not lend itself I,
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn woik,
849tt
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
by the dav or cniitra«’t BENJAMIN KNOWLgios ans and to play party tunes.— these t<
I n
me day we expe
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
JON, 54 Suwster SI, M Ch M,
tiii (I
Bishop John XeYVton MeCormhk.
to hav; a c immunity or parish hou.e,
|iuoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
CE- AH persons a’re warned to keep
Advertisements In this minimi not to exceed oilNiotRttile
herr> fields owned by BY A K. TOK
three lines inserted once for 25 cents. 3 times
91*93
for 59 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each KEY IN Wailston.
JZ
for one time. 10 cents for three times. Six
NOTH’E- Tills is to warn a.li trespassers
and berry pickers to keep off the S. II. I>oe
words make a line.
fields under penalty of the law. S. II. POE,
Rockland.
89-94

r,

AT OUR
RISK..

Ri</e Dunlops
\forayear!
Dunlop^s Surety Band Guarantee
covers you
against 12 major tfre troubles

W

WATER PIPES

S. E. EATON

SAVE $50.00

Chevrolet Coach

$50 Off List Price

REAL ESTATE

SEA

VIEW GARAGE

EASY PAYMENTS GLADLY ARRANGED

M

ioUi r. kwh?, seiua.

n-u

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, August 3, 1929
Rear Admiral A. S. iSnow, U.S.N.
(retired) accompanied by Mrs. Snow
and Miss Mabel Snow arrived yester
day from Brookline, Mass., and i ; at
the Snow home, corner < f Talhoavenue and Union street for tlie re
mainder of the summer.

___

In addition to personal notes regarding
Mrs. II. A. Thomas and daughter
^eparturea and arrivals, this department eape-| Kut^ h
returned from a visit in
dally desires Information of social happenings, I,,
,
,
,,
.
,
parties. musicals, etc. Notes sent by mail or Portland where they were guests of
telephone will be gladly received.
j Miss Alberta Aehorn.
There they

TELEPHONE ........................................... 770 also ruet Mrs. Marcia Keene, former... —........ ..
—. . —------- ------ j ly of this city, who now resides in
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Roach and Portland. Mrs. Keene is in good
son, Mr. and Mrs. .Orlando Crane and ; health and remarkably active for one
eon Donald, of Brookville, Mass., Mrs. ;, f ber yfars antI recently enj.ycd a
Fred Robinson of Avon. Mass., and trll’ to tbe Whiff Mountains.
Mrs. Wall of Brockton, Mass., have i
returned home after being guests of I Maurice McKusiek spent Tuesday’
Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Jones, Warren In Camden, the guest of relatives,
street.
• I
—
----Robert Wallis who has been spend*
Miss Marjorie DeWitt of Milton. jtng the past month in this city and
Mass., is tlie guest of Miss Edna I Belfast returns to bis home in BevGregory, Centre street, for a fcwierly. Mass., t day.
days.
I
___
,
Mrs. W. T. Richardson, and Mrs.
A benefit whist party takes place i
,
..
.
.
..
.
'
.McKusiek and son Maurice have been
Monday evening at Grand Army i
,
,
. „
....
..
hall under the auspices of the Auxil-T'*,"
' ? n"
F COt'aS*
iary of Sons of Union Veterans. It,.,'11 CoaI>‘'E« b('acbwill be preceded by a special meet- j
Ing of tho auxiliary members to , Mrs. A. p. Blaisdell and Miss Dorotransact necessary business.
»fby Blaisdell have returned- from IP
-----’days’ motor trip to New Jersey and
Capt. A. W. Hutchinson of the Dsleware,
Yacht Nevada Is at his home at The j
-----Highlands.
| Mr. and Mrs. Chester E. Copeland
------ anil son Frank arrived Sunday from
Mrs. Mary Scarlott is the guest of Bristol, Conn., for two weeks’ visit
her sister, Mrs. tutli Spear, at ow.s with relatives in this vicinity.
Head.
Dorothy Gleason, who has been
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Richardson visiting Miss Rose Moody the past
and children of London. England, who week has returned to her home in
have been with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Union.
Richardson. Park street, are at the
Rankin cottage. Crescent Beach, for
| Mrs. Leila Benner, Miss Mabel
the remainder of the summer.
Harding and Miss Ignore Benner
Chapin Class holds a picnic Tues- ■have returned from a motor trip to
day evening at the home of Mrs. I <^uebec’
Susie Davis, 2 Main street, with sup- !
per at 6.30.
1 Mrs. Aucilla Benner entertained the
-----Jollv Six Club Thursday afternoon at
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Jones as chair- 27 Fulton street.
man of the Country Club's social
-----affairs for thc month of August I Mrs. C. W. Proctor left last night
announce their committee as follows: f, r a week s visit witli Mr and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lamb. Dr. and VV. E. Bowe in Boston. On her return
Mrs. E. L. Scarlott, Mr. and Mrs. H. she will he accompanied by her
B. Burgess. Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Law- daughter Virginia who hhs been visrence, Mr and Mrs. M. It Pillsbury, iting her grandmother in Hyannis,
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Stevens, Mr. and Mass.
Mrs. George B. Wood, Dwight Virgin,
___ . _
Miss Charlotte lJuffum, William and
Mrs. C.
Weeks. Miss Ethel
George Wood.
Thursday evenin;
•, Weeks and Miss Mabel Chase are at
Aug. 8. will be given over to a danc
their Ash Point summer home for the
ing party, and <»n Aug. 22 there will
remainder of the season. Miss Polly
be a party the details of which will be
Donnely who has been their guest
announced.
for two weeks has returned to Ever
ett, Mass.
Mrs. -S. A. Burpee, Miss Cora Perry
and Miss Adelaide Holmes have
Among tlie distinguished guests
returned from a motor trip to Quebec.
___
noted at the Woman’s Educational
Mrs. H. Irvin Hix an.l daughter,
at /" ^/-‘wrencce’a
Mrs. Faber and children, arrived from ? .
s
lvE\a Mason of
their extended western trip Tuesdav , °'ri ■ ' "XCI' ft and Mrs. Gertrude
afternoon and went directly to their 1 attal’Ka‘l "< Augusta, both of whom
summer home at Crescent Beach. ■l,1<n,h’d as appreciative club memTheir trip included Ketchikan, Wran- ”
Adorable, said .Mrs. I’attanRall, Juneau. Skagway, McKinley. Fall.
Natural Park, in Alaska. Returning!
to Seattle, they visited Vancouver.
Miss Augusta B. Healey left Friday
Victoria, Banff. Lake Louise, coining R*1' Chestnut Hill, Mass., where she
home by way of the Canadian Rockies ''1
,>e ernl’l°yed at the Christian
to Quebec, and other places. They
Benevolent Home.
After
saw much that was interesting and. J;’?’'’01’ ^)l,x ^Uss Healey goes to
entertaining and they considered it a Framingham, where she is a teacher
most delightful trip.
in the PubIIc schools.

w
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BRILLIANT SUCCESS

Miss Cross and Miss Langman Delight a Cultured Audience
* With Recital Program

The Mission Circle of the Unlvcrsalist Church will picnic with Mis
That ambitious effort is recognized tative power and remarkable tech
Grace Rollins at her cottage at Holi- was demonstrated Wednesday eve- nique characterized her playing. A
day Beach Wednesday. Members are ning when 300 or more persons truth - natural ease of manner made h?r an j
asked to take dishes and silver and cred in the Unversalist' auditorium interesting artist to watch.
Well i
those not solicited are to take fruit. | to pay tribute to the accomplish- nigh impossible to choose the high •
----ments and tai nt of two local young lights of her selections, possibly the I
There will he a childrens vesper artists, Adelaide Cross, soprano of Chopin numbers made the wid' st
service at Ingraham Ilili chapel Sun-| this city, and Sylvia Langman. pi«n- appeal, in that she seems to be the i
day afternoon at 4 o’clock.
ist, of Camden, who gave thrre a id a! interpretater of fChopin, catch- j
——
J joint recital of outstanding <xcel- ing that ethereal quality which im-,
A very enjoyable 1 o’clock lunch- lence. Warm appreciation greeted I hues his compositions and which
eon and auction party with four j each number of the program which ’ links many gifted piano students. ’
tables was given Friday by Mrs. alTorded a musical treat from begin Faun’s "impromptu in F minor” was
Charles C. Wot ton and Mrs. Wyman ning to end. The .program:
splendidly done. She gave as an en- i
Foster at the home of Mrs. Frank Kjtornerai fra |mcn .
Hawe'cor<‘ the fascinating Goose ns num- ‘
W. Fuller, in honor < f Miss Alice I Tre retail
.. Trlndell I It*r Punch and Judy Show.” a mud- I
Snow, whose marriage is to take place Canta Pierrot ....................................... Rcttlnelli: ern g0 vivid in style that it was hard(La Rohcmc)
rueel n I
in September. The rooms and tables Si .Ml chiani.hid Mind
• ly necessary to announce the title. I
•Miss Cross
were decorated in pink and white, Waltz In E Minor................................
I .:inirm-in was ,«wChopin JI Miss
Mi-s langman
lov lv
ly in
in i-.un
r s< !
beautiful sweet peas and other sum Prelude In F sharp lillnor ................
la, which set i IT to arivantagi
sharp Minor ............ ........ 1 hopin
mer flowers lending their attractive
i
Mlsa kin email
ness.
Mrs. Willard Wight was •Mandoline
........... Sru’.e 1
Particular mention is made of
awarded first prize, Mrs. Joseph A <1» :< Oiseaux ................................... ............. Hue Miss Langman’s accompaniments for
Brewster second, Miss Snow the 0 Luce < luest'anlnia, (Linda Di Hia- 1 Miss Cross which rounded out a i
tnounlx)
.... Donizetti
guest prize and to Mrs. William Rich
'MIrk ( ro.*a
I most exacting evening for her. These •
went the consolation prize. e(»ut of
F 'Minor ................. .......... Faure - accompaniments were done with ut
town guests were Mrs. Russell Gray
:Flat ......................... .......... Faure most artistry, establishing her as one 1
of Thomaston, Mrs. Joseph Hogan. Toccata in F ........... —.... Saliil-Haens ,
1
St. Petersburg. Mrs. Willard Wight Midsummer .. .Miss hangman
......... Worth
of Berlin, N. H., Mrs. Eugene Rich of An Old iSouc
... Buchanan
The proceeds will he used between
New York and Camden, Mrs. Daniel When I Was Seventeen ............... ...... Kramer
Cadmau the two artists for the fund being
Lakeman, Thomaston, Mrs. Marcus Welcome! Nweet Wind
The Morning of the Year) created to enable them to have more
Chandler, Mrs. Louis Hary and Mrs. (from the song cycle.
Miss Cross
advanced study. Their accomplish
Joseph Brewster of Camden.
Miss Cross demonstrated that she ments gained by sblf denial neverAlan L. Bird left for New York has advanced far in musical accom ending diligence and intelligent ap
yesterday. Upon his return he will plishment. Her voice is one of great plication have won from everyone
be accompanied by his niece. Rose premise. It has a remarkably long sincere respect and admiration.
Members of the Rubinstein Club,
Bird, who has been visiting in Fair- reach with clear round tone even to
field, Conn. Mrs. Bird accompanied the top note. There is a surety to w4iich sponsored the recital, deco
pitch, a lovely smoothness, and a rated the church, the main features
her hu-sband as far as Boston.
pianissimo voice that is ravishing In being a profusion of gracefully ar
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. White of New its beauty and carrying quality. In ranged bouquets of bright summer
The ushers were Miss
York and Mr. and Mrs. W. S. White telligent study was shown in all her flowers.
fine
diction,
skillful Thelma Blackington, Miss Esther
of Rockland are spending tho week numbers;
end at the Alan Bird camp on Dodges’ phrasing, splendid breath control and Stevenson, Mrs. Wilbur Sentcr. Miss
Mountain. The W. T. Whites will a general grasp of all points were Irvilla Stoddard and Miss Virginia
noted. Cf all her numbers probably Snow, with Mrs. W. E. Morgan in
return to New York Sunday night.
those which brought the keenest en charge. Tickets were sold at the door
Dr. and Mrs. E. H. Wiswall and joyment to her hearers were ‘‘I Tre by Stanley Snow.
In the audience which embraced
children left Thursday ftr their Petali” (Tirindelli), “A des Oiseaux”
(Hue), ‘‘An ClA^gong” (Buchanan) many prominent people were noted
home in Wellesley, Mass.
and “When I Was Seventeen” Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stevens of
Mrs. Vere O. Havener of Morgan (Kramer). To the insistent applause Brokline, Mass., (summering at Bel
town. W. Va., is spending the week following her final group she, gave fast), members of the faculty of the
end with her sister, Mis. Marian as encore Clara Edwards’ lovely song New England Conservatory of Music
Cobb Fuller, in Augusta. Mrs. Hav- * I>ady Moon.” Miss Cross was en- and the teachers of Miss Cross and
end with her sister, Mrs. Marion trancingly lovely in a gown of blue Miss Langman; Frank Bibb < f New
ter, Mrs. Joseph Emery next week. silk and tulle, the skirt made long York and Camden; Miss Sylvia Lent,
and bouffant, the color setting off to violinist, of New York; Dan Powell
Albert Emery is spending the perfection her fair coloring and of Baltimore. Miss Jean (Knowlton
weekend in Waldoboro a guest of dainty loveliness.
of New York, and Edward O'Brien of
Prof. Allen R. Benner of Phillips
Lovers of the piano found a rare New York, pupils of Mr. Bibb and
Andover, from which academy Mr. treat in Miss Langman. for few pian summering at Camden; Rev. and Mrs.
Emery graduated in June.
ists of her ability have been heard Ralph Hayden and Mrs. E. A. Rob
here. A clean touch, subtle shading, bins of Camden; Mrs. Nettie Green
The Bird cottage. Crawford Lake ranging from delicate pensiveness Kittredge of New York, and Mrs.
was the scene yesterday of a tea and to brilliant strength, keen interpre- Joyce Inching of Rutherford, N. J.
three-table auction party given bv
Misses Ruth Lawrence and Helen
tinrh. It brought down the house
Bird. The prizewinners were May
TBE INGRAHAMS
Sverett said.
Gould of Wahan and Thomaston.
The program was presented, in the
wu' tivenaio hMcBeatrl,'vi Th,e. 1,a.lty Forty-Ninth Family Reunion absence of the chairman. Mrs. St« nwas given in honor of Mi's. Gould.
J
J

Was Productive of Reminiscences

J?;'1.1

He didn t guess
my neuu dress
"was a year old!”
(A department store buyer
told me the secret}

'"D
If

ILL dlls me the best-dressctl girl he
knows. He doesn’t guess that 1
spend less than most of the girls do.

’’Just the other day he complimented me
on my 'new' dress—and it was a dress I
had all last summer!

"A buyer in our best department store
told me my secret. 'If you wash nice ma
terials in Lux,’ she said, 'you’ll find they
stay new looking twice as long.’

'V".'

K. 1 ost at the piano. All joined in
singing “Maine” at the commencement of the business meeting and
___
The 49th annual turned out to bel?thfr ofu the o,d »on’s 'vere
"Since then, I’ve always used Lux. And
one of the best reunions that the ^urlnK ,hc Program. Miss Lorna W.
my dresses and stockings and underthings
Miss Estelle D. Claibourne of St. Ingraham family has had. Nearly 30 ‘
sa”'
v times and her beaustay like new for perfect ages! That gives
Louis arrives tonight to be the guest |'vere present at Renobscoct View ; V’
enjoyed. (’ 1.
everything 1 wear a much nicer look, and
for a fortnight of Miss Ruth Cobb)GranSe hall. Glencove, Thursday, the' IT1 n?‘nd^ s Philhiick. long tim
best of all, it saves me money for extra
Miss Claibourne oldest being Mrs. Susan A. Butler, of rVcnd of the family, rendered violin
it Cooper’s Beach
South Thomaston, who will be 8s s|>e«ions to the delight of his hearers
clothes, because I don’t have to spend all
is superintendent of Children’s H
BUYER IN riFTII
pital In St. Louis
years old in December and the young ■ihd Mrs. Mattel Kalloch Rollins was
my money just replacing worn-out things.”
est Nancy C. Ingraham of Rockport.1 P^^'Pdly heard in a vocal number.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Morgan, chil- '
S- Healey, who has been
AVENUE STORE.
,,d f'ucn lsbips were renewed, tic
dren Vernet and Kenneth, and their lnaking an extended visit in this city
You, too, can keep everything you wear
Miss Evelyn Kennedy of Lynn. 2H years. The member coming from
Like 92 out o] every 100
niece. Miss Verrfet Dieter of Bristol. «nd at Cooper’s Beach, has returned Mass., arrives Sunday to be the gues: the farthest distance was Charles M. f0,it of arms- photograph and 1750
looking brand new so much longer, if you
buyers
interviewed
in
Hayden, who lives in Cherrydale, Yir-t’ot!<7 attracted attention, and the
Conn., are spending a few days in Jo his home in St. Louis. He greatly of Miss Dorothy Blaisdell.
always use pure, safe Lux.
l.t2 leading department
___
ginia, not far from Washington, D. .'711 5
tbp
llf the bit"
Millbrldgc and vicinity, guests of tmjoyed the rest and recreation, and
stores, she insists upon
With Mrs. Hattie Lord as its ener- C"
others present live in a®"n N- Ingraham, was, as usual, the
friends.
i carries’back to the Missouri metropThen you won’t have to spend all your
pure, saje Lux,
____
' oils a matter of six pounds of addi- getie chairman the fair at the Little- Portsmouth and Manchester, N. H.,
JT
attraction, as different on
clothes money replacing worn-outs—you
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Walsh tfonal avoirdupois.
field Memorial Church Wednesday West Somerville and Chelsea, Muss.,
d thpil Uncage on it brunches,
can afford many extra clothes!
Lever Bros. Co.,
netted a little upward of 025 and , when at home.
|
Ja;™<’ed a!i a" Jl,incd ln
■who have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Cambridge, Mass.
Justin L. Cross, Main street, have
ar,d Mrs. I. A. llodgdon and was classed as a very successful I Enos E. Ingraham of Rockport was ,
b
America.
returned to their home in North daughter Frances of White Plains, N. day’s work. These capable commit- Proudly exhibiting a photograph of,
Cambridge, Mass.
v • wl,o have been guests of Dr. and tees had charge of the various tables: jhis 15 grandchildren and challenged |
KL/CNrUK 1
___
Mrs. R. W. Bickford, have returned to, Fancy work, Mrs. Frank B. Gregory, ?** others of the blood to beat that | Mrs. Raymond Philbrook an l two M. E. Church will have a aoci il at the classes for all and (lie evening serv
FRIENDSHIP
church Friday evening. The Sun ice nf praise and worship begins at 7
Arnold Rogers leaves Monday for New York. They have been at their and Mrs. Nellie Higgins; aprons, Mrs' record. The president urged Enos to children. Who have been thc guest < , f
Don't forget the big .-ale at A. A- P.
day School will Ik 1 1 its annual pic p. m. when the pastor will p.eauh on
Painesville, Ohio, to continue his
Insert summer home.
Annette Swift: Alice Gray and Alice lllavc 3,1 the grandchildren with hint her mother. Mrs. Annie Small for nic at Mogunticook Lake, Aug. 14. ■ lhe Danger of Half-Cure.”
store. Thomaston, week of August
•work with the Burrill Engineering
-----Knight; lemonade, Mrs. Maynard ineKt year(several weeks, have returned to
5th. Open evenings during sale.—
Mrs. G-e rgc Huntley and Miss
Co., after a vacation visit at his
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Hall and Gray, Olive Jameson and Arlene
Some nice things were said of WTiitlnsville. Mass.
»
Typewriters and adding machines adv.
Rockland home.
daughter Eleanor motored from Wey- Gray; white elephant, Mrs. Effie Hall Ingraham's past and presentby some , The Ladies Aid of the M E Church Edythe Riley returned Tuesday from
___
mouth. Mass., and are visiting Yr. and Nellie Davis; cooked food. Mabel of those attending and Jesse A. Tol- held an enjoyable picnic at tlie church a visit with relatives and friends at for sale and to let: also supplies. Iliiston-Tuttle Co.—adv.
87-tf
READ THE WANT ADS.
Mrs W. A. Glover and Mrs. Mary and Mrs. George Miller, Boy Vicvz Seavey and Mrs. Edgar Barter; iCe'man «P°ke of Gen. Adelbert Ames. Thursday. The Johnson Society wib Prince Edward Island, Canada.
Tlie subject of tlie Sunday mornWiggin Spear entertained at a small Square for several weeks. Mr. Hall cream. Mrs. Sadie Gray and Sybil a distinguished kinsman, now 93 meet next Wednesday at
.,
Small
’
s
j
ing services at the Methodist Church
luncheon party Thursday at Mrs. and Mr. Miller are going to Bangor Jones; lunch table, Mrs. Louise years of age.
’e^5h ani1 l,ave a beef-steak fry.
at 10.30 will lie "Appearance an.l
Home
Glover’s home, with Mrs. Vere O. on a fishing trip for a few days.
According to tradition, the Ingra
Cables and Mrs. Hattie Higgins; hot
Ihe young People’s Society of the Reality." Sunday school at 11.45 hahams
of
the
past
have
been
blessed
Havener of Morgantown. W. Va.. and
dogs. Mrs. George Grover and Mrs.
of
Mrs. Jennie Butler of London. Eng-Mrs. Arthur Bromley is visiting her Mosher; candy, Mrs. Grace Colburn, with good appetites and have en
Paramount
land, as honor guests.
parents foY the rest of the season. Ruth Conant.
joyed satisfying the same. The good
___
Mr. Bromley will join her later.
things to eat were in abundance in
Pictures
the dining room and the Ingrahams
Mrs. Lucy Nutter and Mrs. Clvd^j
-----Always Kool and Komfortablc
TEL. 892
UNION
of the present showed, by their prow
Robinson and children have returned
ajtd Mrs. George Carroll and
(Mr. and Mrs. «. W. Grinnell of ess with knife and fork, that they were
from Portland where they visited daughter Elaine visited in Portland
TODAY
Fort Kent returned home Monday able to live up to the reputations of
Mrs. Hazel Ross.
recently.
after having spent a week as guests their forbears at the table.
Your Last Chance To See
....
Kalloch Class was entertained
Miss Helen FIfleld and Miss Alice of their brothers, H. L. and F. E.
Wednesday afternoon and evening by i Lymoburner have returned from Grinnell.
After the good cooks had been duly
The ‘ Mars Hill Camp Girls" held a complimented on ■ their handiwork
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Rollins, at their Lewiston where they were guests of
picnic at Kenehee iPond Thursday.
and all had proved that they meant
• sumnfer home, Mechanic street. Tags , Miss Sally Woode.
1C0 Per Cent Talking
TODAY
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Grinnell. Mr. what they said, by stowing away a
were given each member as she
----I stepped upon the veranda thus there' John Howard of Winslow, son Ken- and Mrs. H. L. Grinnell and family goodly quantity of the eatables proMONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
I was no mistaking her identity. Stunts dall <fT Manhasset. Long Island, N. Y., and Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Grinnell mo-lvlded, tlie business meeting was
j othtred!oa ft
were in order, such as “passing aod daughters, Miss EUg,el Howard of tored Sunday to Bremen where they called to order, and Charles A. Tolclothes-pins, “carrying a hall.’ over Danvers, Mas^., and Miss Harriet were entertained by iMr. and Mrs. man and Willis Snow’ "passed the
a Certain course, patting it mean- Howard of Brookline, Mass., motored Lawrence Weston.
hat.” resulting in contributions ag
while, and “hitting a bottle with • to this city Tuesday to be guests of
gregating a sufficient amount to take
care of all expenses and leave a small
ball.”
The performances caused Misses Ada and Alena Young. Mr.
“YE GREENE ARBOUR”
much merriment, especially the antics Howard and son returned to Winslow
Mrs. Edith Greene of Watertown. balance to be added to the bank de
All Talking
of one lady who was frantically try- Wednesday, while the ladies remain Mass., has converted the old. Eessey posit.
ing to keep the ball on the cover. As for a longer visit,
Gilford B. Butler, Everett F. Kalhomestead into a most attractive
the edict had gone forth that no sup- j
summer resort and has entertained I00'1 an(i Mrs. Charles L. Veazie pre
per would be served to those not ' Mrs. Harry DeForest Smith, daugh- as guests several prominent Boston rented nominations for the ensuing
I trying, each one present made a des- : tor Barbara, and Miss Chapman of musicians.
year and these officers were duly
CURIOSITIES
VITAPHONE ACT
perate effort to do the stunts. The Amherst, Mass., are at The Laurie,
COMEDY
Mr. and Mrs. Louis G. Hirtz of elected: President. Frank II Ingraham
With thc most
| call to the fine supper was responded guests of Mrs. C. F. Wood,
Watertown, Mass., who have been vice president, Finos E. Ingraham:
to by 32 people, who surely must have j
-----guests here, motored Tuesday to Bar secretary, Miss Clara O. Spaulding;
MONDAY-TUESDAY
brilliant array
gained in avoirdupois what was lost I Louise Bickford Sylvester• has re Harbor where they wlil spend a few treasurer, Mrs. Willis Snow. Cornin the stunt reducing process. After turned to New York after a month’s days before returning home. Mr. m>ttee
chairmen,
Willis
Snow:
N
of stage and
Prices:
supper the open grate fire lent its* visit with l)r. and Mrs. R. W. Bick- Hirtz is connected with the Boston arrangements;
Mrs.
Rebecca A.
E
cheerful glow, marshmalws were j ford.
Globe and Mrs. Hirtz is a pianist and Ingraham, obituary;
Miss Lorna
screen celebri
Matinee
toasted and stories told. Mr. Rollins |
-----teacher of note.
I Wesley Post, program.
W
read from a record book which was ' Mrs. Olive Clark and Miss Beatrice
Miss Lucia Goodr.ow Jones of Mnl-( I*1 respect to the memory of Mrs.
ties ever identi
20c
S
more than 100 years old. It had board ! Carty of Boston are weekend guests den Mass., return"-! home Monday Phyllis Tolman Morse, of Rockland,
covers and recorded the doings of -of Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Tal- after a two weeks' vacation here. |an<I Stanley Ingraham, of Camden,
Columbia.
fied with one
Children
the district, pertaining to school and . hot avenue.
Miss Jones is a ’cello teacher and Those present stood with bowed hea ls,
Pictures
V
UNIVERSAL
’
S
SINGING
other matters in a small town near ,
-----conducts a studio in Copley Square.
Reminiscences of past reunions,
ofrcjcntf
10c
picture—
I
Tilton and Laconia, N. H. The first
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Whitcomb of i Boston.
particularly the first and earlier gathAND TALKING TRIUMPH
entry was in 1821. Prices were given Somerville. Mass., were guests for
Alr. and Mrs. James Cohen and erlnxs of the family, were listened to
T
Evcn’ng
for material, work and caring for new a week of Mrs. Whitcomb’s mother, daughter Ernestine together with with much interest, among those
A
schoolhouse, its dimensions, glass. Mrs. James Hurtel.
25c, 20c
Mrs. Cohen’s sister. Mrs. Sadie recallinR incidents of the past being
heating, etc. The difference in prices!
____
______ _ of ___________
Swartz,
Newark, N. J., left Wed- J<'sse A- Tolman,, Charles A. Tolman.
P
between that time and the present was I Buth Nichols, Hill street was hos- nesday for Somerville, Mass. Mr lWillis Snow, Gilford B. Butler, JenChildren
H
considerable. Prices went up year by less to 21 of her small friends Wed- Cohen has a clothing store on Wash- nie E- Cl'°ckett, Charles M. Hayden,
10s
year until Civil War times. It was at nesday afternoon at a lawn party, the ington street, Boston.
Mrs Cohen i,rs’ Inez M- Green,
Mont Perry,
O
A
this place that Mr. Rollins' people occasion being her Ttli birthday. A j js an accomplished musician, having J,IR' Mary K’ T>ost’ Everett F. KaiN
•yiEGFELD stars singing
settled and different members of his cobweb puzzle on the front lawn studied In Germany with Schar- 1<xh’ Mrs- Mabel Kalloch Rollins. Mrs.
HARRY
family are mentioned in the book and opened the festivities, followed by a wanka.
""
(Mary E. Orbeton, Mrs. Nancy I. Hall,
Zicgfeld hils—Helen'
E
POLLARD
MSCINATING
some were clerks of the district. The peanut hunt on the back laWn, aua- | Dr. and Mrs. J A. Riehan acconi- Mra’ Rebe<’ca A- Ingraham, and Miss
Morgan, Jules Bledsoe, Aunt
writing is quaint and old fashioned, luenled by other games. Prizes were panied by Mr and Mrs Fred W c',ara
Spalding.
PRODUCTION
DIALOGUE
A
Jemima aud thc Zicgfeld
The old school house was bought and won by Ltieille Higgs and Charlotte Wight of Washington D C were (
• - • •
plantation singers. Edna
converted into a summer home by a Staples. Refreshments were served recent dinner guests here
I Tbp Ingraham’s H
COMPLETE
C
cousin of Mr. Rollins. He also told the guests in attractive little baskets. | Mr anii Mrs John f,‘,arrett of some of the blueberry pies of the past,
Fcrber’s romance of thc aces
(4USIGAL SGOBE
T
some amusing anecdotes in eonnec- Ruth’s guests were Dorothy Smith. Somerville Mass entertained a din ,h* ramIly <'<il'fee pot. Flavilla Turn
portrayed by Girl Laemmle's
«x/SOUND EFrsers
tion with the place, which his father Catherine Jordan. Dorothy and Nat- nP1. partJ. of a<>VP'n SunJjav evening •Cl's boi,e(' 'H'-ners. thc spruce gun .
brilliant universal cast,
and grandfather had related to him. alle Howard. Barbara Lamb. Priscilla | Mrs Small and party of four from par «‘x<’ellenee. that grew on a tree.
C
headed by I-aora Iji Plante,
In the course of conversation thc and Charlotte Staples, Mary Egan, Boothbay Harbor had tea here last or trefs’ in ,be r8«nion grove, and
O
question arose as to who could repeat Felice Terry, Ione Louralne, Harriet week.
'
one occasion, when Roscoe G. ingraJoseph Schildkraut, Otis
the six verses of "Mary Had a Little W(foster, Lucille Higgs, Helen Spear. I______________[ham’s Boothbay brass band played
M
Ilarlan, Alma Rubens, Emily
Lamb,” but none assayed to try it; Muriel Cummings, Norma, Beverly
z-,» c\J/-YY\/T7
taI a reunjon, were mentioned, ln
Fitzroy, Jane La Verne. It's
E
three seemed to be the limit.
and Margaret Havener,
Virginia'
DLLI'iLVJVt
connection with the last named ever. .
TEL.
a new era in entertainment!
Wyllle, Virginia
Bowley.
Vivian | Mr. and Mrs. IB. W.
Studley, Everett Kalloch recalled Fred Ei.«tD
Opening game in Knox County Oakes, Janet Gordon. Mrs. NiehoD Charles A. Studley. Mrs. Agnes I. man’s character song, in which he
COME EARLY AND GET A SEAT
Y
League—Rockland vs. St. George, at was assisted in the games by Miss Shih'es have been on a motor trip mentioned those prominent In the
409
Direefed hx
e WWW
SHOWS 2.C0—6.30—8.30
Rockland. Monday afternoon at 5.10. Illda Lermond of North Haven.
to Canada this week,
activities of, the reunion at that
CONTINUOUS SATURDAY 2.00 TO 10.50
Miss Katherine Veazie gave a lin
gerie shower at her home on Shaw
avenue Thursday for Miss Ruth
Clark.

COOLEST SPOT IN TOWN

STRAND

CLMM EOW in “Dangerous Curves”

In Old Arizona

w

stage

%fts trifle as the Earth
tfs deep as the Sea
»h high as thc Sky

WARNER BAXTER - EDMUND LOWE
HEAR

r

I

SHOW BOAT

TALK OF THE TOWN

^ZocZ/anc/, vY/atne

Mrs. Lydia iStorer, contralto, is act
Richmond plays at Togus tomorrow
afternoon.
ing as soloist at the First Baptist
church tomorrow evening.
Eastern Star field day at Glencove
P. L. Havener and the Rockland
next Tuesday.
,'CoaI Company kindly provided the
Lawrence Perry, who injured one ice for the Children’s Playground pic
of his knees while on a picnic recent nic.
ly in the care of a Bangor bone
specialist. •
Miss Alta McCoy who has been
having her annual vacation from the
The Rockland Veteran Firemen’s Security Trust Company resumes her
Association will entertain at Oak i duties there next Monday.
land Park Monday evening with its
midsummer ball.
Charles F. Blaisdell of this city has
I been awarded a bronze medal for
Albert M. Torrey was held for the high score in marksmanship at the
September grand jury in Municipal Citizens’ Military Training Camp,
John Creighton, Jr. W1' Plays the
Court Thursday charged with illegal Fort McKinley.
—
• •
Lawyer in ‘‘Erstwhile Susan," Aug,
manufacture of intoxicating liquor.
The
foundation
and
ground
floor
14 and 15, Watts Hall, Thomaston,
Bail was furnished in the sum of
i
of
the
new
iSkowhegan
motion
pic

$350. Tirrell for respondent.
ture theatre are completed, and 15
Elizabeth Creighton, who made
masons are engaged in bricklaying.
A. L. Briggs is about to erect a Rockland capitalists figure in this such a hit In “Honors are Even,” has
bungalow at the foot of Ingraham undertaking, with Joseph Dondis at the Important part of the little daugh
Hill, on the Rockland side. The foun the head of the corporation.
ter who Is driven almost to despera
tion by her father's 111 treatment in
dation is being hewn from solid ledge
but Mr. Briggs will be rewarded by
When Seamon Wood returned to Adelyn Bushnell's production of
a sightly view of the harbor.
PJeasant Island Thursday his boat "Erstwhile Susan," Aug. 14-15 in
was partly lad-en with fresh water, Watt's hall.
Local admirers of Adelyn Bushnell the well on the island having gone
The Knox County Fish and Game
will see her and her husband in total dry. The cargo also included a re
ly new roles in her forthcoming pre paired radio, which Mr. Wood has on Association is desirous of having
all
of
his
fishing
trips
keeping
close
a display of mounted specimens
sentation of “Erst while Susan."
Marshall Bradford plays the surly track of fishing weather conditions. which have been taken in this State.
Fuller-Cobb-Davis have generously
old Pennsylvania German who ad
Frank H. Whitney, F. Leslie Whit ■ olTe ed one of their show windows
vertises for a wife, and Miss Bush
ney.
Albert
Richardson,
Arnold
Rog

for this occasion and anyone having
nell the eccentric woman, who, for
ers, and a party of 10 from Owl's a good mount is asked to notify
reasons of her own, answers the ad.
Head sailed away for the Green (Ernest Davis. Just call Rockland
Island fishing grounds Wednesday 11142 and ask for Ernest. Dr. W. P.
Opening game In Knox County j and returned with 200 pounds of fish. 'Conley of 420 Main street may also
League—Rockland vs. St. George, at as evidences of their piscatorial skill be notified. The specimens will be
leaded for and returned.
Rockland, Monday afternoon at 5.10. I —and luck.

Rockland
Rockport
West Rockport
The Islands

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

“PLYMOUTH ROPE’
The Best By Test

Not a Poor Coil in a Carload
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Facial Massage
Manicuring
Shampooing
Permanent Waving

“Rug Cleaning Time”

Lady Knox Beauty Shoppe

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
Telephone 170

17 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

“ATLAS PAINTS’’
Wetherill
Products

W. J. ROBERTSON
Contractor
and Builder
20 GLEASON ST.
TEL. 124-3
THOMASTON

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Plumbing
Heating Contractor

MARSTON’S GARAGE
Pirrene and Philco Battery
Sales and Service

Telephone 244

106 PLEASANT ST., ROCKLAND

TEL. 511

221 MAIN ST.

MARINE INSURANCE IN ALL BRANCHES
YACHTS, FISHING BOATS, CARGO AND BUILDER'S RISKS

ROBERTS & VEAZIE, INC.
M. F. LOVEJOY, Manager
10 LIMEROCK STREET
TEL. 675-W

ROCKLAND, ME.

C. W. LIVINGSTON
Manufacturer of
AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS
Agent For
HADLEY SPRINGS
Guaranteed
TEL. 660-W
148 SO. MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND
MARBLE & GRANITE WORKS
20 Lindsey Street
Rockland

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY CARED FOR

DAVID L. McCARTY
DRUGS

SUNDRIES

Telephone 1071-J

606 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

Penobscot Fish Co.

CHEAPER THAN NEW

Rockland, Me.

I.

MEAT AND HEALTH

,

Makes the

Ideal Savings Account

CAN YOU SAVE $10.00 PER MONTH?
Have you ever figured what it would amount to with interest at
5'/2% per annum, compounded semi-annually?

In 5 years it will gain $98.00 and
you will have $698.00.
In iO years it will gain $406.60 and
you will have $1606.60.
In 1 5 years it will gain $983.40 and
you wiU have $2,783.40.

In 20 years it will gain $2,111.70 and
you will have $4,511.70.
THIS ASSOCIATION
Has paid its depositors 5'/2% dividends since 1907. Sheree may be
had at any time, and monthly depoeits may be made in any amount
from $1.00 to $50.00. Start an account now and tee it grow.

Rockland Loan & Building Association
Rockland, Me.

18 School Street

OPPOSITE THE PO8TOFFICE

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders
Camden
Thomaston
Owl's Head
St. George

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK

FEATURE “AMCO” ROPE

COMPANY

BACON, by the piece, any size or weight you wish.
Sugar cured and rindless. Extra good. Lb.
24c
BEST TUB BUTTER.

Pound............................ 47c

WILLOW STREET MARKET
Free Delivery
Prompt Telephone Service
Telephones 1230—1231
574 Main Street
Rockland, Me.

Extra Power-Extra Speed
No Extra Price
THE NEW AND BETTER

TEXACO
GASOLINE

A. C. McLOON & CO.
Distributors

Tel. 51

SUITS PRESSED 75c

A. P. RICHARDSON
TAILOR
Telephone 403
299 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

79 MECHANIC STREET

SHOE SHINING
HAT CLEANING

Alive Lobsters
P. O. Box 408
Atlantic Wharf

We Carry a Complete Line of
QUARRY, MILL and CONTRACTORS’
SUPPLIES

11 LIME ST.
Rockland

TEL 360

ROCKLAND, ME.

ECONOMY
FRUIT STORE
FRUITS
CANDY
ICE CREAM
POP CORN
Telephone 227-W
PARK STREET
ROCKLAND

zSsjj&x Alfred P. Condon
*v< T Vx«\
Battery Service
and Sales
ROCKLAND

TEL. 966

Manufacturer

A. P. LORD
FLAGS
BOAT COVERS
SPRAY HOODS
CUSHIONS
TOURIST AND CAMPERS’
OUTFITS
YACHT HARDWARE
WIRE ROPE

TENTS

AUTO TOP MANUFACTURER

Telephone 333

SIMON K. HART
Monuments
Telephone 911-M
Rockland

Collision Work a Specialty

FISSETTE’S
Body and Fender Shop
AUTO PAINTING
Telephone 666
108 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND

CAMDEN, ME.

“MURPHY”

D. L. BARRON

Varnishes and Enamel

Exclusive Line of

W. J. ROBERTSON

LADIES’ HATS j

Builders* Supplies
Lumber
20 GLEASON ST.
TEL. 124-3
'THOMASTON

AND SCARFS

<

j

Telephone 835
578 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

J

CHIROPODIST
FOOT TROUBLES
8hould be the leaet of your
worries if you toe someone who
knowe how to care for them

Consult

ROCKLAND, ME.

LIVINGSTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Rockland, Me.

SAIL AND AWNING

R.E. COLTART t
ROCKLAND

CONFECTIONERY

340 Main Street
Rockland
Telephone 8120

THE

Building and Repairing Boilers, Tanks (Water, Gas and
Oil), Structural Iron Work, Stacks, Blacksmiths, Electric
Welding, Plates, Flats, Rounds, Structurals.

Telephone 555

RACKUFF & WITHAM

Rockland

on the Monthly Payment Plan

WE SPECIALIZE AS

PHILIP SULIDES

220 So. Main Street

RHEUMATISM

L. SNOW

NAUM & ADAMS

Telephone 627

BUXTON’S SPECIFIC

IRON WORKERS

“IT PAYS TO BUY THE BEST"

TOBACCO

Mrs. C. S. Coakley, widow of Daniel
Coakley, died July 20 in Brockton,
Mass., and was buried in Wiley's
S/nnuaZ ZZa/c o^ ^(nc
Corner, St. George, on the following
Tuesday. She made her home with
her son 'Bert and daughter Helen,
and is also survived byi another
ancZ $7ut/urf
daughter, Mrs. E. L. Chandler. The
deceased was a former resident of
R2-I f
Waldoboro and Spruce Head, where
“Ye Greene Arbour'' is the attrac the news of her demise is received
South Main street Is now open to
traffic as far as the Owl's Head line tive anil significant title of a new tea with especial sorrow.
on the eastern side. The pouring of shop opened on iRoute 101 in Union
cement on the western side, between by Edith Itesse Greene. Chicken din
LIGHT FAMILY
Mechanic street and Owl's Head line ners are served on appointment and I
will begin next Monday.
bridge parties are solicited. The lo
The annual reunion of the Light
cation is a delightful one, the shop's family will be holden at the home of
moved
1
appointments
are
neat
and
attracMae's Smart Shoppe has
W. W. Light in Washington, Aug. 18.
from its former location to the north five, and in the proprietress the music- All descendents of Peter Light are
loving
pubic
will
recall
the
former
ern half of the Crockett Baby Shop,
requested to be present. A picnic
opposite Senter Crane Company. Mrs Miss Edith Besse. a talented violinist, dinner will be served. All members
who
has
figured
successfully
in
so
Mae Murray, proprietor of the shoppe
not solicited please bring pastry.
is planning to make extensive addi many Knox County programs. The 92-93
Lotta Jones, Sec.
telephone
call
for
"Ye
Greene
tion to the line of gowns, under
Arbour"
is
Union,
7-5.
wear and beads carried and will wel
come old and new patrons.
READ THE WANT ADS.
Special interest attaches to Monday
STATE OF MAINE
noon’s session of the Forty Club in
Office at Board of State Assessors
is proving its worth. While
that it has a grist of business of
Augusta. July 25, 1929.
eliminating your
importance to deal with, the final
Notice Is hereby given that the Board of
business meeting of the present ad State Assessors will lie in session at the Court
House in itoekland on Wednesday forenoon,
ministration. The nominating com die
tilt day of August, at 8.30 o'clock. A XI..
mittee will he appointed and methods A H. 132:*. In tile County of Knox. Io secure
of selecting the new officers at th<- information Io enable them to make a just
it purifies and enriches the blood
meeting of Aug. 26 discussed. New eiiualizatlon of tile taxable property In said
and puts the stomach and nerves
t minty, and to investigate chargee of con
names will be voted on, five canes cealment of property from taxation, of under
In the best of condition. Let us
send you a booklet The Buxton
presented and the true meaning and valuation and of failure to assess properly
Rheumatic Medicine Co., Abbot
attained achievements thus far of liable to taxation.
Village, Maine. For sale at all
F. H STKRI IX'li,
Forty Club members in the field of
leading Drug Stores.
A. C.. MERRITT.
54-8-tf
local service considered- Some of the
I,. «. MLRRirr,
song hits of former Forty Club shows
Board of State Assessors.
.1. M. RIIBlNStlN. Clerk.
93 and 94
will lie sung for auld lang syne.

To put off painting your Barns,
There is no evidence that tile eat Enough cannot be said for the Rockland. Only one “Amco” treatgranaries and other out-buildings, is ing of meat during health is in an\ service rendered the fishermen and merit. Don't accept substitutes,
to incur the greater expense of way harmful; in fact, there are s<
This company are also selling
repair, for while you wait, decay, many ways in which meat serves th the saving made, by the use of Amco agents for Carter’s Victor Brand
depreciation, rot and ruin creep in nutritive requirements of the bod\ treated pure manila rope. It if lil clothes; also distributors for
and soon merely painting won’t do. not only in health and in convalc- practically rot proof because the Whitlock coal tarred fishermen’s
There is an additional cost of re cence but in many conditions of treatment does not wash out and rope; wholesale distributors for live
building or repair—it is far sickness, that it may very proper!; non-kinkable because the lay is just Maine lobsters and canned blue
cheaper to paint.
be considered a protective food. right.
berries. You may reach The Penob
Wetherill’s Grange barn paint as. Under appropriate dietary condi
During the World War, the scot Eish Company on the telephone
the name implies is just the paint tions, meat may prevent or cure United States Government bough: at Rockland 20. for such jobs on out-buildings. It many ailments.
several million pounds of “Ameri
is made especially for the purpose—
One of nature’s wavs of indie it- can” manila tope. The government
GIVES REAL SERVICE
rich in iron axidc and specially ing what is proper to eat is through engineers supplied a list showing the
treated oil, that is why it out-weath- the appetite. One of the strongest required breaks in the various size?
Alfred P. Condon Has Well
ers the weather and lasts—and lasts of human appetites is the liking tor
and one coil out of every five was.
Equipped Plant For Bat
—and lasts.
meat. No other food contributes so according to contract, tested by r
The natural tendency of wood to much to the palatabilitv of the diet.
tery Charging
government agent.
rot after several years of use can So long as the human appetite re
“Amco” treatment for manila
be combatted very well with paint. mains as it is now and always haComplete battery service to mo
rope has proven to be a great find—
This preserves frame buildings been we shall eat meat. It is, there
the greatest, possibly, that has come torists is given by Alfred P. Con
almost indefinitely, serving not fore, important that we understand
into the manila rope trade in manv don, who has moved into his new
only to make the dwelling more its nutritive value and its proper
years. Amco chemists first devel plant at 75 Park street from the
pleasing to the eye but to lessen the place in the diet.
oped this treatment some years agi old location, 685 Main street. Mr.
wearing result of severe storms in
The Willow Street Market if
Condon has been engaged in the bat
both winter and summer. Today located at 574 Main street and the and careful tests over a period of
tery business for the past five years.
three
years
indicated
that
they
hat'
we should believe in the slogan telephone number is Rockland 12.10
One of the related industries
hit
upon
a
big
thing.
In
the
spring
“save the surface and save all.”
When it is the best quality that you of 1925 they introduced “Amco’ vastly developed by the radio and
W. J. Robertson, contractor and want, at the lowest price and with
auto is the battery business. A bat
builder of 20 Gleason street, Thom prompt delivery why not get in fisherman’s rope along the Atlantic
tery is one of the most important
seaboard,
devoting
special
attention
aston, carries a full line of Wether- touch with the Willow Street Mar
parts of the automotive system and
to
the
maritime
provinces
of
Can
ill’s Grange barn paint as well as a ket and be assured of the best?
its importance has caused the erec
ada
and
to
the
New
England
coast
full line of Atlas paints for all kinds G. M. Steeves, the proprietor, has
tion and operation of thousands of
In
this
trade
the
ropeis
subjected
of painting. Place your order by spent a great many years as a meat
battery stations.
to
every
severe
work
as
lobster
buoy
calling Thomaston 124-3 and they cutter and knows the meat business
lines, deep sea trawl rope, net lines, The Battery Service Station,
will deliver it to you.
from A to Z. He specializes ir anchor cables and for the running owned and operated by Alfred P.
Western meats, native pork and gear on the fishing fleet.
Condon is probably as well known
IT PAYS TO WALK
poultry. He has cut meat in both
Wherever introduced the demand as any local business of a similar
Eastern and Western state- and
Samuel Rubenstein Com spent three years in Alaska. Tele for “Amco” manila rope has spread nature. Here one will find a comrapidly, and it is claimed by many plete equipment for repairing, and
bines Low Price and High phone your order to this market, buyers that “Amco,” rope is the most recharging batteries.
He can
durable and the most satisfactory charge 40 batteridk at one time. He
Quality at 53/2 Park St. Rockland 1230.
rope that has ever entered the fish has a delivery service car and will
Having been established for 15 reliable merchandise, reasonably ing trade; that it remains soft and return your battery to you, much
years and operating it himself, Sam priced. “The customer must he ■pliable when wet, will not freeze up improved.
According to Mr. Condon, the
uel Rubenstein has built up hi: satisfied” is the slogan. Every hard in cold weather and that il
business to its present size through effort to please is made. Persona! will outlast any rope heretofore Willard Storage Battery is the best
absolute service to an ever widening service and attention to every need used in the trade because it is prac for your car. His station is an
authorized headquarters for Wil
circle of friends. These friends of the custoniei makes the store a tically rot proof.
“Amco” treatment does not in lard batteries, a nationally known
have been made by selling only the popular i ’.'.ce for men.
The fact that you but your cloth crease the weight of the rope—coils and nationally advertised product.
very best goods, and selling them as
cheaply as possible and still make ing at Rubenstein’s is proof of a of “Amco” rope weigh the same as Willard is the battery for today’s
money and allow a chance of profit certain measure of financial success untreated manila rope of the same job. That’s why Willard equipped
He carries a complete stock oi and discriminating choice. When size, hut “Amco” treatment docs in cars are giving owners the battery
Leopold & Morse clothes, Stetson you make your next purchase of crease the life of manila rope and it service that keeps those owners sat
hats, and all men’s furnishings such clothing make il a poin~ to do so at will therefore reduce your rope bill* isfied. Memorize the telephone
as shirts, ties, scarfs, and all men's Rubenstein’s at 63/ Park street. by lasting longer than the rope you number Rockland 966 and the new
address 75 Park street.
If you have ever traded ’here you are now using
wear goods.
The Penobscot Fish Company are
The styles and ideas have changed will do so anyway, but if vou never
For all of its human contacts there
since the founding of the store, the have get their service behind you at mill distributors for the above rope is an unutterable loneliness to life.
and
carry
a
stock
on
hand
here
at
once.
—
LcBaron Cooke.
old high standards still remain—

Amco Treated Manila Rope
Whitlock Manila Rope
Carter’s Victor Brand Oil Clothes
New Jersey Marine Paints

FRUITS

Rockland Loan and Building Association

announce Mete

“It Pays To Paint” Says W. G. M. Steves of the Willow
Penobscot Fish Co. Is Selling the New and Rot Proof
Street Market Considers It
J. Robertson In Speaking
Manila Cordage For Fishermen
of Farm Economy
Best Food

Agents:

Telephone 20

Purchasing Shares in the

Shopping Around the Bay

THORNDIKE & HIX LOBSTER CO.

CHARLOTTE ALLEY, Prop.
Finger Waving a Specialty
299 Main St.
Rockland
Tel. 780

The Knox County Association,
O.E.S., observes Its annual field day
Tuesday at thd Penobscot View
Grange hall, Glencove, The after
noon session opening at 2.30 will be
devoted largely to business. Picnic
lunch will be served at 5.30. followed
by dancing in the evening, with
Marsh’s Orchestra furnishing the
music.

- Q.t?//- QZa
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r

Every-Other-Day
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Body and Fender Shop
Telephone 466-M
655 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

REG. NURSE
Telephone 593-W
320 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 918

Arrow Collars and Shirts
Stetson Hats
S. RUBENSTEIN
Leopold & Morse Clothes
Armstrong Sweaters
6314 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

